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This thesis is a study of regional characteristics of
East Pakistan including topography, generalised land use,
transportation, economic activity location, etc. Ultimate
aim of the thesis has been to identify broad regional types
that are now existing and those that are most likely to
emerge in the impending future as a result of the economic
transition, The types of region are then described on the
basis of their economic, social and physical characteristics;
their problem and prospects are discussed with a view to
determining the development strategy. Finally, the strategy
for regional development in East Pakistan and the corres-
ponding policies to be followed are suggested in the general
framework of the objectives and development philosophy of
Pakistan as enunciated in the Third Five Year Plan as well
as the Perspective Plan (1965-85) a
In the concluding chapter of the thesis, some guide-
lines are provided in respect of what needs to be done
(i.e. data needs, research requirements) in the context of
regional development strategy suggested in the thesis.
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INTR)DUCTION
Introducing East Pakistan
East Pakistan is one of the two provinces of Pakistan
and lies in the eastern part of the Indo-Pak sub-continent
roughly between 2 .*-5' and 260-45' North Latitude and 8
and 92*-56' East Longitude. The province is almost surrounded
on the three sides by Indian territory except for about 175
miles of borders with Burma in the east. on the south of the
province is the Bay of Bengal. East Pakistan is separated
from its counterpart West Pakistan by about 1000 miles of
Indian territory lying in between.
The total area of the province, according to the Survey
of Pakistan, is 55,126 sq. miles including the large rivers
and 51,921 sq. miles excluding the large rivers and the
foreshore,
Administratively, the province is divided into four
divisions. The divisions are again divided into districts,
the districts into subdivisions and the subdivisions are
divided into thanas. There are 4 divisions, 17 districts,
59 subdivisions, and 417 thanas. Dacca is the capital of
the province. The following are the names of the districts:
Dinajpur
Rangpur
Bogra
Raj ehahi
Pabna
RJSHAHI DIVISION
Kushtia
Jessore
Khulna
Bakerganj
KHULNA DIVISION
Mymensingh
Dacca
Faridpur
Sylhet
Comilla
Noakhali
DACCA DIVISION
CHITTAGONG DIVISION
Chittagong
Chittagong Hill tracts
1.
2.
5.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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9.
11.
12.
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Background Statement and Purposes of the Thesis
Until the partition of the sub-continent, East Pakistan
was a vast agricultural plain. Modern industry made hardly
any progress. With the inception of Pakistan, East Pakistan
was cut off from its raw material users in Calcutta. With a
view to use the quality raw material as well as to earn
foreign exchange, an industrial development program was
taken by the government ot Pakistan. This meant a switch-
over from an agrarian economy to a semi-industrial economy.
Consequently the province started evolving from a pre-
dominantly agricultural area and raw material supplier, where
the scattered towns served mainly as market and administra-
tive centers, into an area of increasing industrial activity
and urban development. The Second Five Year Plan almost
tripled the industrial investment over the levels of the
First Plan. This commitment of the government to the indus-
trial development of the province implied a commitment to
urbanization. Urbanization in the Third and Fourth Plan
periods is projected to increase rapidly in response to the
increasing value of industrial investment. What is more
significant is that all long term planning studies show that,
if production and income goals are to be achieved, it will
be necessary for something like a tenfold increase in the
population of urban areas to occur within a period of
approximately 20 years. Much of the additional employment
must take place in the industrial service sector, i.e.
manufacturing, commerce, public and professional services
including education, transportation and other public
utilities, the bulk of which has to be accommodated in the
cities.
Now, the inevitability of urban growth is one thing
and the consequences are another, At present, East Pakistan
is facing unusual urban problems if not unique. Absence of
a proper approach to the problem of balanced growth of urban
and rural areas and a well defined policy for the location
of industries and other economic activities has further
aggravated the problems. There is no orthodox solution that
might be taken from the library of the city planner and
applied right away. The characteristics of dense and fairly
uniform distribution of rural population, the absence of
large cities (according to western standards), the distinctive
topography and hydrology, the scaircity of buildable land and
the relatively few man-made service assets present both a
challenge and an opportunity.
Traditionally, urban planning in the Indo-Pak sub-
continent has been treated as a sub-branch of public works.
Such an approach could be adequate when urban works were
largely confined to the construction of government quarters
and to ad hoc systems of public utilities. Now that the
problem is one of designing a gramework for the growth of
an urban-industrial society, the planning function must be
oriented towards establishing a pattern of size and location
for urban centers that will offer optimal industrial effi-
ciency combined with a very high order of social well being
for both urban and the rural population, It is to this
general end that this thesis work is directed.
Thanks to human ingenuity, recent history of city and
regional planning shows that there is not only a considerable
degree of freedom to shape the urban centers but also to
determine their size and distribution.
The ultimate purpose of this thesis, therefore, is to
identify those areas which have the future potentiality of
growth and more precisely those location points which have
the maximum growth potentiality and those areas which bear
the risk of stagnation and virtual decline. In other words,
this thesis is a study of areas aimed towards identification
of the urban core regions where economic growth tends to
occur, their areas of influence, and finally the problem
areas which need to be developed according to the objective
of the nation for socio-economic growth.
once these general areas are identified, their problems
and prospects will be discussed and evaluated with a view
to formulate a strategy for their development and sustenance.
Regional development does not occur automatically; even if
it does at certain points, its sustenance is surely dependent
on deliberate planning efforts.
After providing some indication about the development
strategy to be pursued, I shall proceed one step further to
discuss the limitations for launching the strategy, i.e.
information and research requirements, data needs and other
organizational and institutional requirements. This will
include suggestions on next steps to be taken in the con-
tinuation of the objective of this thesis.
P!.AT-A
I. PHYSICAL FEATURES
1. Belief:
Physiographically East Pakistan may be divided into
three distinct units. They are (see Map no, 1)
a. The tertiary hills
b. The old alluvium
c. The recent flood plains.
The tertiary hills, which stand on the eastern and south-
eastern part of the province, are extensions of the Assam
Hills and the Burmese ranges., The ranges occupy Chittagong
Hill tracts, parts of Chittagong and southern Sylhet dis-
tricts. The average height of the hills of Chittagong Hill
tracts is about 2Q00 feet with the elevation generally rising
from west to east. The hills of Sylhet district, however, are
a series of isolated and elongated hills hardly exceeding an
elevation of 800 feet and they enclose between them river
valleys opening to the north into the depressions (locally
called haor) in the plain. These hills contain no prominent
peak and their foothills gradually roll down into hillocks
(tillas).
In the Chittagong Hill tracts a number of ranges run
north to south. The hills rise in tappering masses and are
generally no wider than about 120 feet at the top. Many of
the valleys are flat and broad and are covered with dense
virgin forest, intersperced with small water courses and
swamps of varying sizes,
A few law ranges run in south-easterly direction
parallel to each other along the Bay coastline of Chittagong
district and part of the Chittagong city lies on the out-
lying hillocks of this range. In the southeast end the hills
form precipitous cliffs along the sea, These lower ranges
enclose wide valleys of remarkable fertility and hold dense
population in the Chittagong district,
The tract of ld alluvium in East Pakistan is formed
by early (pleistocene) deposits, The largest tract of old
alluvium called Barinzd covers an area of 3000 sq. miles in
the districts of Dinajpur, Rajahahi, Bogra and Rangpur. The
surface of the region is convex and undulating with large
level plains and gentle gradual slope rising from 2 to 40
feet above the flood plains, The other tract of old alluvium
called Madhupur tract covers an area of 1600 sq. miles in the
districts of Mymensingh and Dacca, Maximum elevation of the
tract is below 100 feet above sea level everywhere and the
outline of the ridges is smooth. The land is punctuated
irregularly by patches of waste land and scrub. Large trees
with bushy and massive branches and foliage abound, In the
Madhupur tract there are forested stretches of tall and
sturdy Gajari trees which are excellent timber material.
The vast new alluvial plain is the dominant feature of
the topography of Last Pakistan. This vast flat alluvial
plain covers the overwhelming portion of the surface, The
entire region is interlaced by nuwaerous rivers and their
tributaries, khal (brooks), and backwaters, beels (natural
depressions) and swamps. Ithough there is no contrasting
variation in the physiography, there are local variations
of contours and minor physiographic features which are at
times an important factor in human adjustment to the environ-
ment. Many places even a00 miles away from the coast are
.Less than 3, feet above sea level and the slope is less than
five inches per mile.
The southwestern part of the plain, the so-called
moribund part of the delta covering mostly Yhulna and
Jessore districts, is an area of dead and decaying rivers.
However, this moribund part is relatively higher and free
from regular annual inundation; while the southeastern
part is lower and is being built up by active rivers. The
rivers completely inundate the entire land during the
monsoon. None of the large rivers in this area (covering
almost the whole of $akerganj district, parts of Noakhali
and Comilla) are fordable at any season of the year. In
such a natural setting, there is hardly any road in this
part of the province and each household has its own boats
and water transport is the dominant feature.
The rest of the plain is largely constituted by the
deposits of three mighty rivers of the Indo-PaL sub-continent
namely the Ganges, the Brahmaputra and the Meghna. The
East Pakistan portion of Ganges and Brahmaputra is called
Padma and Jamuna respectively. The plain along the great
rivers Padma, Jamuna and Meghna, in the districts of Pabna,
Bogra, Faridpur, Mymensing, Dacca and parts of Comilla and
Sylhet is low lying. The inundation of these great rivers
and their nearby tributaries cormience slowly with the on-
coming of nomsoon by the end of June and within a month or
so the adjacent plain becomes a vast sheet of water. At
the end of August water receeds, leaving the land coated
with fertile silt and enriched to produce the principal
crops of the year.
l1 .
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The plain north of the confluence of the three great
rivers is of stable nature holding the tract of old alluvium
almost at the center of this region. In the south of the
old alluvial tract there is a depressed pocket and a large
marshy area surrounds centers around the depression pocket.
Rhysiography of the Rivers:
The most prominent feature of the plain is the number of
rivers meandering through the landscape and at the same time
creating efficient drainage system with the help of their
tributaries. Precipitation in the eastern Himalayas rolls
down through the mighty rivets which washes the surface of
East Pakistan and finally combining their courses open out
in a colossal estuary into the Ba y of Bengal.
The Ganges or the Pahma and its tributaries may be called
the pivotal system of the deltaic rivers of East Pakistan.
Gangetic delta covers about 25,uu sq. miles and about 80%
of it lies in East Pakistan. 1 The river carries an intense
quantity of water and is generally very wide - constant
shifting of the channel and frequent bends cause silt for-
mation every year.
lAhmed, Nagis; An Economic Geography of East Pakistan, Oxford
University Press, London, 1958, p. 14.
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The major flow of Meghna is formed by the union of two
rivers coming from the district of Sylhet. This river brings
water from the heaviest rainfall area of the world, Cherapunji.
The Meghna is a river of great depth and velocity, here and
there split into sandbanks of its own formation. During the
monsoon it becomes so wide that the opposite bank cannot be
seen. Tides are more effectively felt in this river than any
other river in India or Pakistan. Although the river is
navigable all the year round, the rough surface remains a
danger except in the cold season from November to February.
The Brahmaputra carries water from the Himalayas and the
Assam Hills where the average rainfall is about 80 inches.
The Brahmaputra is notorious for its shifting channels and
formation of silt beds, No permanent settlement or structure
can stand on its banks. The main stream is unpredictable
and erratic. The breadth of the river measures three to four
miles even in dry season.
These big rivers and streams whether large or small, while
flowing through the flat area, raise their beds through de-
posit of silts and the streams change their conrses and
scatter their load in the adjoining area, This makes a con-
tinuous cycle of land formation. The new formations are
13.
called chaja and are a characteristic feature of the region
of active rivers. Such dynamic action of the rivers have
profoundly affected human activity, the productive forces and
the pattern of environment* As Professor Abmed puts it..,..
"These freshly formed sand and silt flat lands, whose forma-
tion and disappearance is due to river instability, play an
important part in the life and rural economy of the people.
Loss of chaEf by deluvial action reduces landscape and the
cultivable area and often results in migration of population,
On the other hand, appearance of new Ihara means more land
for individual cultivation; it invites settlers and increases
population and resources, though much inevitable litigation
follows between individuals who gain or lose slices of land.
The crops that these lands supply are very valuable; they
require a minimum of effort. As the land needs no ploughing
nor any wedding, it is only necessary to transplant the crop
when the water has receeded and to harvest before the river
returns."1  Such active condition of river is found along the
Padma, Jamuna and Meghna covering the western part of
Mymensingh, eastern parts of Rangpur, Sagra and Pabna,
Ibid. op. 114
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southern and southwestern part of Dacca and western Comilla
and Noakhali districts. As a result market places and
crossing points and transport tezmini of great commercial
significance, shift from one place to another.
The dynamic actiozs of the rivers have rendered few
rivers deteriorated to a large extent in the northwestern
part of the province. Normal inundation like that of lower
Padma, Jamuna and Meghna, do not take place in the north-
western part of the province. As a result, cultivable lands
have to be left fallow for every two or three years to
recoup fertility.
In the hydrology of East Pakistan's rivers floods seem
to be a normal feature. If the flood is in time and the
depth and duration is within normal limits nothing happens,
otherwise harm and damage is inevitable . Ploods of 1954
and 1955 in East Pakistan are examples of extreme misery.
5. Climate and Soil Characteristics;
In a broad generalization East Pakistan can be said to
have a typical tropical monsoon climate - moderately warm,
equable and humid, Rainfall figures are high almost every-
where except western parts of Kushtia and Rajshahi districts
and as a matter of fact no area receives a precipitation less
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than 6c inches, Specially in the south and southeast
comprising Khulna, Bakeraganj, Noahkali, Comilla, Chittagong
and Chittagong Hill tracts and in the north and northeast
including Sylhet, ?tymensIngh, northern Dinajpur and Rangpur,
receive precipitation froh So to 100 inches . The south-
eastern end of the province gets about 140 inches and the north-
eastern portion of Sylhet district has a rainfall record
varing from 150 to 200 inches (see map No. 2) .
Precipitation is mainly brought by the monsoon (during
June-September) and partly by Norwester (during March-May).
Although norwester rainfall is about one-fifth of the total
precipitation of the province, it is of vital significance
to the agricultural economy of East Pakistan. On the other
hand, the character of the norwester is such that they often
cause damage to life and property on land and river,
Thunder storms, violence and destructive effects are special
features and uprooted trees, blown off roofs, cap-sized
boats and tramelled crop fields are frequent consequences of
the norwester.
Heavy downpour and cyclonic storms are characteristic
of monsoon. Rainfall is uneven in character and the region
of heaviest precipitation along any particular track also
lb6.
experiences variance. Abnormal excess of rainfall brings
about unmanageable floods. Rainfall normal in amount but
untimely in incidence might also result in crop failure.
Professor Ahmedl has attempted to present a broad
generalized picture of major soil divisions and their charac-
teristics and thereafter indicate their relevance to crop
distribution. According to him the following divisions of
East Pakistan's soil can be made:
(1) The red soil: Characteristic soil of the old
alluvium of Barind and Madhupur tract. The soil is rich
in iron, alluminium and lime but the general level of
fertility is low, ploughing is very difficult on the soil
specially when it is dry.
(2) Silt or heavy silt loam: Characteristic of the
active deltaic region; these are the freshly deposited
soils and are found in the inundated tracts of the great
rivers. The soils are of great fertility, easy to plough
and produce a great variety of crops.
IProfessor Nafis Ahmed is the author of Economic Geography of
East Pakistan and is the Head of the Department of Geography,
University of Dacca, East Pakistan.
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(3) The clayey soils: This soil is characteristic of
the depressed regions of Rajshahi, Pabna, Bogra, Sylhet
and Mymensingh. The clayey bed is non-porous and holds
water. The temporal waterlogging hampers cultivation. The
region is single cropped.
(4) Sandy loams and clay loan: Characteristic of the
large area of the plain. The soils generally occupy tracts
away from the inundated silts; farthest from the levees
towards depressions, they merge into clay. Because of
higher percentage of silt, these tracts are capable of
yielding varieties of crops both in the wet and the dry
seasons.
(5) In the southern part of the province a large tract
of peaty soil has formed because of marshy condition and
waterlogging. These deep moist soils are suited to the
cultivation of low land rice,
(6) The alkali or saline soils are characteristic of
the lower part of the moribund delta (southern part of
Khulna and Bakerganj) as well as the stable coast of
Chittagong and are poor soils for agriculture because of
their high alkaline contents and low organic and nitrogen
proportion.
18.
SuMMary
East Pakistan is largely a deltaic plain formed by the
vast alluvial deposits of three might rivers of the Indo-
Pak sub-continent. There are tertiary hills only on the
outskirts of the province. Except for these tertiary hills
and the tracts of old alluvium, the province is a vast plain
criss-crossed by the three big rivers and their innumerable
tributaries. The behavior of the rivers is of functional
importance in shaping the economic life of the people. In
their normal behavior the rivers are an asset; in their
eccentricities they are problems. In addition to drainage,
the rivers provide a year round supply of fish, facilitate
cheap means of transport and most important of all serve as
an agent of natural fertilizer for most of the plain from
year to year.
Rainfall is more or less adequate throughout the pro-
vince and the climate is moderately warm with no wide
variation across the province. There are two rain periods;
the norwester and the monsoon. Either a delay in the
commencement of the two rain periods of their early cessation
is likely to cause considerable economic loss.
The recent alluvial plain is rich in fertility while the
19.
old alluvial tract is poor in soil character, The inland
natural depressions have seasonal fertility only when sub-
merged under water. Peaty soil predominates the southern
part of the plain while the coastal areas have alkaline
soil.
20.
II. LOCATION OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIZ
The basic economic activities of East Pakistan i,e.
agriculture, forestry, fishery and mining, have to be seen
in the context of the physical and climatic endowments.
Interplay of relief features and rivers, rainfall and
climate have shaped East Pakistan predominantly agrarian
in her economy . Distribution of basic econoaic activity
corresponds closely to the physiographic divisions and
soil characteristics. (see an overlay of Maps 1, 2 '& 3 )
By all definition and description, two crops stand out
very prominently in East Pakistan: rice and jute. Of these,
the former is mainly for domestic consumption while the
latter is for sale and export and hence is the principal
cash crop.
The deltaic plain of rich allumium made East Pakistan
a land of rice growers and rice eaters. In 1953-54 the area
under rice was 22.2 million acres and the area under other
staple food grains was as small as 1.4 million acres only or
about 9.2% of the total cropped area.
Rice is extensively cultivated in every district of
21.
Last Pakistan and ninety-five percent of the area needs no
irrigation; the harvest depends mainly on rainfall. Three
crops o rice are grown in the course of a year. The most
important one is called _a representing about 55% of the
total cropped area of the province. The crop grows well
in inundated areas of klymensingh, Bakerganj, Sylhet,
Comilla, Khuina and Rangpur. The harvesting season is
winter. The second important variety is called ga
representing about 12% of the total cropped area. This
variety grows well on higher lands and is reaped in the
autumn (July-August). Excessive rain and flood both are
harmful for _a, nor can it stand saline water. The
leading producing areas are the higher areas in Mymensingh,
Rangpur, Jessore, Comilla and Kushtia, Per acre yield of
go, however, is lower than that of gW (_aM 12 mnds/acre;
ans 10 mnds/acre). The importance of _"jg rice lies in the
fact that this crop constitutes much of the cultivators own
consumption because most of the a crop is sold for cash
money.
The third variety is called poro or summer rice which
represents only .38% of the total rice cropped area and
one-eighth of that of MI. It is a hardy crop and thrives
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well on marshy areas and depressed river courses. The
normal per acre yield of pozo rice is higher than the other
two types (13.6 mnds/acre) and the cost of cultivation is
less since little or no ploughing is involved. The leading
producing districts are Mymensingh, Sylhet, Dacca, Comilla
and Rajshahi.
Jute
The most important non-food crop is jute which has
great significance in the economic life of the cultivator
as well as of the nation, Since partition, jute has
accounted for 1.6 million acres in the average, although
there have been fluctuations. The area and yield figures
since partition are contained in Table A-1.
Jute is by no means an aquatic plant; as a matter of
fact, submergence under water for a long time during the
growth is quite injorious to the plant, Jute is a rainy
season crop and moist heat is most favorable for its growth.
Light, silt-renewed soil is ideal for jute crops. The main
jute belt seems to follow the zone of inundation where fresh
loamy silts are deposited every year. Two consecutive crops
of Jute cannot be grown without manuring in the non-silted
parts of the province. The old alluvial tract of North
23.
Bengal and Madhur as well as the coastal area of saline
formation are not suitable for jute cultivation. Thus the
uneven distribution of jute crops between the districts is
strictly due to geophysical preconditions. The leading
districts in jute production are: Mymensingh, Rangpur,
Dacca, Ccmilla, Faridpur. The medium producers are Rajshahi,
Pabna, Bagra, Dinajpur and Jessore. Generally, jute crop
produced on the Jamuna-Brahmaputra-Meghna flood plain is
of finer quality while those grown in Padma flood plain
are stronger but shorter, speckled and less glossy. It is
apparent, therefore, that the main jute belt where total
acreage under jute is as high as 25% of total cropped land,
has not only a crop density, but the same area produces
also the quality jute which means a higher price jute.
In 1947-46 the total cropped area (excluding fruits
and vegetables) in East Pakistan was 25.9 million acres.
The position of various important crops has been as follows
in 1947-48 and l96t-61.
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UTI AT A-1
LAND= UTILIZATION BY CROP TYPE
Distribution ot Cropped Area
9g47-43 906
Total cropped Area
Rice
Jute
pulses
Rape and Mustard
Grain
Sugar Cane
Wheat and Barley
Tobacco
Tea
other Crops
Total
25,38X.000
71.0
7.7
5.0
x .6
1.1
.9
.9
.5
.3
10)2
10.0
Source: Agricultural Census, 1960, government of East Pakistan.
70-1
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Tea,
Tea bush is native to East Pakistan and all of Pakistan's
tea is produced in this province. Geographic features of
Sylbet area are specially favorable to tea production and
most of the country's production is concentrated there. As
of 1958, there were 102 tea estates of which 88 were in
Sylhet eI4strict, 13 in Chittagong district and 1 in Comilla.
Establishing tea estates is a time consuming and costly
affair; hence there has been very little increase in the
total area under production. Total registered acreage under
tea has increased from 73,376 acres in 1953 to 76,672 acres
in 1956 but the average yield per acre has decreased from
7.75 mnds per acre in 1955 to 7.42 mnds per acre in 1958.
Nevertheless, as of 1960 East Pakistan is the world's fourth
largest producer and exporter of tea.
Sugar Cane
East Pakistan's climate and rainfall has made it a
natural home for sugar cane. It is one of the few places
in the world where sugar cane grows in wild form and hence
indigenous varieties are still being used for producing sugar.
Sugar cane is grown on all the seventeen districts but in
seven districts insignificant acreage is given to sugar cane.
26.
Usually sugar cane cultivation is f avored in the northern
part of the province where jute is not a prominent crop and
where large single crop areas are prevalent, The domestic
demand in so high that even in the jute belt considerable
areas are devoted to this crop. Cane acreage has fluctuated
from 214,000 acres in 1947-48 to 264,Ouo acres in 1954-55
and the last few years average has been 255,QQ acres,
Tobacco
Though tobacco crop is small in proportion to the area
it occupies, it is an important cash crop, Tobacco is
grown usually on higher land having sandy loams and a little
bit of irrigation facility. Four districts of Rangpur,
Dimajpur, Mymnsingh and Dacca are the large producers of
the crops. About 75% of the annual crop is produced in
these four districts.
About 77% of the total tobacco acreage of Pakistan is
in East Pakistan. The northern and central part of the
Rangpur district is the principal tobacco area of the
province.
Large-Scale FIh Areas
Having been endowed with a vast water network and a
bay front, East Pakistan has two distinct and equally rich
27,
fishery resources: (1) Inland fisheries and (2) Marine
fisheries. The scanty information available on inland
fishing indicate that comercial fishing on large scale is
not prevalent in East Pakistan. Inland fishing takes place
wherever rivers, ponds, streams, Seejj, or any other water
bodies are found. But significant concentration in any one
area does not seem to exist. It has been estimated that
75% of the people in East Pakistan catch their own family
fish needs; the other 25% buy fish, but nearly all of it is
of a fresh water origin and practically all sea fish of
edille quality is available for export. 1
According to the industrial survey report the extent
and nature of marine fisheries are very difficult to estimate
due to serious lack of precise information. However, it
can be said without hesitation that most of the marine
fishing has been concentrated near the estuaries of the
Sundarban. About one third of the 2*,300 sq. miles of low
lying land in the Sundarban forest is always under water and
provides excellent fishing resources, In addition, a coastal
area of more than 200 miles along the Bay of Bengal
1Arthur D. Little: Industrial Survey of East Pakistan, Final
report to Planning Covmission, Government of Pakistan, tugust
1961, p. 182.
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encompassing the mouths of the deltaic rivers contains about
50&Q miles of brackish water favorable for fish and shrimp.
Biggest catch of shrimp and prawn is hauled in the islands
of Noahhali, Hotiya, Sandwip, Ramgati and Boldia.
Forest Areas
East Pakistan has a comparatively large area of bbout
8800 sq. miles under forest, Forested areas are scattered.
However, four basic forest regions are readily identifiable:
(1) part of Chittagong and Chittagong Hill tracts districts
(5500 sq. miles), (2) south of Khulna (the Sundarban area)
(260Q sq. miles), (3) North and South Sylhet (400Q sq. miles),
and (4) the Madhupur area in Dacca and Mymensingh districts
(300 sq. miles).
Mixed tropical forest and baxboo cover the major part
of the Chittagong Hill tracts district and considerable
parts of Chittagong and Sylhet districts, At present there
are about 8250 acres of teak plantation in the Chittagong
Hill tracts and Chittagong area,. Recent plantations include
soft woods designed to supply raw material for the plywood
and veneer industries. Experimental planting of rubber is
being carried out with some success in the same area,
The Sundarban forest, in the southern part of 10aulna
C9.
district, constitutes 1/4 ot the forest region of East
Pakistan. Trees of Sundarban are peculiar to tidal swamps
ot brakish water and clayey soil. About 70% of timber and
55% of firewood of the province is provided by Sundarban
(see Table A-2), Sundarban also produces a large amount of
honey, wax and fish.
The f orests in Sylhet, Dacca and Mymensingh districts
consist of mixed deciduous forest with a predominance *ga
in Dacca and Mymensingh. The limited amount of raw material
available from these areas is too small to be important from
the point of view of industrial development. The resource
is however being fully utilized to meet the needs oZ Dacca
primarily and those of the adjacent area secondarily.
ROUND WOOD E.XfTCTION BY TYPE A4D LOCATION 1959
Production
Area in 2( Midin nd tan)
egion sq mles Timber Firewood Bamboo
Chittagong and Chittagong
Hill Tract 5519 54 169 83
Sundarban forest 2623 222 352 --
Sylbet forest areas 401 7 34 20
)adhupur forest 336 22 66 1
8531 305 621 1u4
Source: Industrial Survey of E .P., Arthur D. Little.
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East Pakistan is remarkably poor in her endowments of
minerals and natural gas* Since most of Bast Pakistan is
an alluvial plain only a small amount of non-metallic
minerals and natural gas are found here, The history of
excavation is also short and recent.
Limestone is known to exist in Chittagong hill tracts,
Sylhet and the offshore island of St. Martin's About 4000
tons of limestone are mined annually from the quarry at
Takarghat in Sylhet district, A deposit of .ow grade white
clay has been found near Bijaypur in Mymensingh district.
The estimated workable reserve is about 20Q,000 tons,
Think beds of high grade coal were encountered in a
drill hole for oil near Bogra. The beds are thought to
extend from western Bogra to Rajahahi. Peat deposits have
been found in many districts but the biggest are the Boghia-
Chanda 'beel* peat in Faridpur and the Kola-Mouza peat in
Khulna with estimated reserves of 125 militon tons and 6
million tons of dried peat respectively.
Search for oil by Pakistan Petroleum Company led to the
discovery of gas fields near Hatipur in 1957; at Chhatak in 1959
and at Rashidpur in 1960. All of these spots are in the
Sylhet district. It is estimated that the Haripur reserve
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can supply 2C million cubic feet per day for twenty years.
The gas discovered so far is believed to be sufficient for
connercial and domestic need of the province for a consider-
able number of years.
Power Areas
Indigenous power resources of East Pakistan are very
limited. Conuercial quantities of fuels in the form of oil,
gas and coal have not yeat been extracted. Electricity
production of the province is still small. In 1951 the in-
stalled capacity did not exceed 15,QO0 kilowatts. Even in
1953 there were only 4 power stations in the whole province
having installed capacity of over 1000 kilowatts each.
There were of course other power stations in other towns
scattered over the province but they could hardly satisfy
the dmestic demand. The capacity of those stations are
still not significant so far as industrial power supply is
concerned.
However, during the First and Second Five Year Plans
power generation has remarkably increased. New power pro-
jects have been taken up and old ones have been expanded in
some cases.
The Karnafuli Multipurpose scheme popularly known as
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Kaptair project is the large power deveiopment scheme., The
site is about 3 miles from Chittagong and has an installed
capacity ot s0,0uu kilowatts designed to produce 12Q000
kilowatts ultimately.
In the period 1955-60 East Pakistan has been increasing
the public supply capacity, mainly due to the additional
steam plants at Siddhirganj (t0,000 kw), Goalpara (l6,000 kw)
and Bheramara (8,500 kw) and diesel plant at Siddhirganj and
Chittagong and Goalpara (15,900 kw). The position of power
generation in East Pakistan around 1960 is suiumarized below:
Karnafuli Multipurpose Ju,00u kw
Ganges-Kobadak* " 10,000 kw
Siddhirganj Thermal Power 42,900 kw
Chittagong " 7,000 kw
Goalpara -s 26,640 kw
Pool of small power plants 1,5000kw
Total 168,4u kw
Although Ganges-Kobadak produces considerable amounts, it
is consumed for the irrigation pumps of the projects,
Source: First and Second Five Year Plans, Planning
Commission, Pakistan,
Location of Large Scale Industries
Large scale industries had been practically non-existant
in East Pakistan prior to independence, Industrial develop-
ment is a post-partition phenomenon. In a place like East
Pakistan where roads and transport facilities, as a major
infrastructure, are underdeveloped, and industries tended to
locate only in those few location points where transport
facility for goods (raw materials) and people as well as
service facilities existed. Thus large jute industries
were set uj in Narayanganj (12 miles from Dacca, the pro-
vincial capital) which was a large jute collecting and baling
center since the tOeginning of jute industry in Calcutta.
Later on jute industries were opened up in Khulna and
Chittagong also. Both these areas had import and export
facilities - Chittagong itself an international port and
Khulna enjoying proximity to the other port. Match indus-
tries and a newsprint mill located at Khulna to take ad-
vantage of the raw material from the nearby forest
'Sundarbans'. A similar thing happened in Chandraghana
(near Chittagong) where a huge paper mill sprang up to take
advantage of the forest resources in the Chittagong Hill tract.
These initial industrial establishments spurred industrial
activity only in those three areas* Dacca-NarayanganJ,
Chittagong and lrnina. O0f the recently established in-
dustries, the vast majority has gone to Dacca-Narayanganj,
next to Chittagong and then Khulna. Of the previously
existing mills, Dinajpur has the largest share of rice and
sugar mills and Sylhet has tea factories (which are located
right in the tea gardens) . A new nucleus of chemical in-
dustry has been set up with a fertilizer factory at
Fenchuganj in Syihet district, mainly to exploit the natural
gas reserve in that area, A cement factory at ChhataX in
Sylhet district is utilizing the raw material brought from
Asam (India). Bogra is also coming up with cigarette
industry i 1esmponse to the tobacco gprowa in the adjacent
district.
Purely exclusively industrial towns are hard to find
in East Pakistan. Setabganj (Dinajpur district), Darsana
(Kushtia district) , Nalchiti (Bakarganj district),
Fenchuganj and Chhatak (Sylbet district) and Changraghona
(Chittagong district) are very small towns and are perhaps
the only exaMvle of towns where factory and mill production
are found to be the main activity. Modern industry of some
status in the Zorm ot jute presses, cotton mills, sugar
factories, rice mills, oil presses and engineering works
has localized in many places like Kushtta, Barisai, Chandpur,
Saidpur, Dinajpur, Mymensingh, but those are not significant
concentration.
P orts
East Pakistan has two. international parts: Chittagong
and Chalna. Both of them got overnig ht importance. As a
result of the jpartition of the sub-continent Chittagong, so
long a subsidiary outlet of Bengal, was called upon to handle
the entire seaborne trade of jute from East Pakistan. So
long neglected and uncared for, Chittagong neither had the
capacity nor the resources to handle the sudden increase in
the maritime commerce. In order to avoid delay in con-
signments and disgust of the shipers, an anchorage at Chalna
was opened up to share the strain.
The psrt of Chittagong is located nine miles inland on
the right bani; of Karnafuli river in the south-zeastern part
of the province (in Chittagong district). it is adjoined
with the city of Chittagong where population has increased
from 100,000 in 1947 to 3Q,000 in 196Q.
The port has 13 permanent berths with a continuous
jetty face of 7,000 feet. In addition there is a maodern
Passenger termin&a anud two-bounded warehouses having approxi-
mately 5r50, c squar~e feet oC covered storage.
Downstreai there are light jetties, mxrings, pontoons,
said privately owned jetties and oil tankers.
The port was built by the railroad and all facilities
have convenient railroad service. Paved roads oier good
access to all part installations.
Chalna port was initially a anchorage and latcr
declared as a port. Chalna port is serving ocean shipping
for exp)rt ad import and is located 60 miles inland on
Pusur river, an estuary leading from the Bay of Bengal.
There is no city adjoined it - the nearest city is KnuIna,
)2 miles up the same estuary. The ports' main offices,
the custom of2ice, the main post and telegraph office,
shipping ofices and the banks and insurances serving the
port ace all located at fhulna.
Port facilities and operation are of very simple nature,
There are only five moorings; otherwise ships anchors are
used. While loading and unloading ship' gears are used,
Ships up to 65 teet; can be handled and an many as 21 ships
have been in the anchorage at one time. Up to 1000 tons per
ship per day have been handled. It; is worth mentioning here,
however, that imprrjnt is limited through this port, Mst
of them are bulk comodities owned by the gavernment, The
only public Zacility for reception of goods in Khulua area
is the Roosevelt Jetty. Built by the U,S, Army during
Worzld War II, the jetty consists of heavy duty concrete
hardstand on 105> feet of waterfrnt, but is in a bad
state of repair.
The land south of Khulna is quite low, only two to
three feet above the sea level. Much of the land area
below ihulna remains submerged during the monsoon. Any
major co)nstruction t roads or railroads between lhulna and
Chalna has not yet takhen place.
Transpo)rtatiorn
Geographic features and natural settings have combined
in such a way in E ast Pakistan that the area has become one
of the most difficult regions in the world to have an assured
transportation round the year. The problem seems acute when
seen in the context of modern mdes of transportation. The
numerous rAvers and their channels provide a limited but
circuitous means o travel and communication by water but
are barriers to land transportation, In the estimation of
the Transport Survey Team (u.S, Corps of En.giaeers),
"Less than 10%, of the villages are accessible by land while
a majority of them can be reached by water". Due to the
constant silting of the river channels many villages are
accessible only during the 3-4 months of annual flood
season.
Transportation facilities range from head basket, ox-
carts, hand propelled boats to airplanes. The majority
of the passenger travel and commodity movement is inade-
quately served by outmoded, worn out and uncoordinated
facilities, In many parts of the province especially in
the northeast, central and south, headloads, ox-carts and
country boats are the means for millions to bring their
rice to the local rice mills, their raw jute to local
collecting points and their other merchandise to the local
market,
In spite of the geographic limitations, existing trans-
portation system has provision for all kinds of transportation
mode i.e. water-transport, land-transport and air-transport,
in varying extent though.
lDepartment of the Arry, Corps of Engineers: Transportation
Survey of East Pakistan, Vol. 1, 1961, p. 3.
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Watec 2ananrtsee map 6)
From time iaemaoarial the area o Lait ?ltan has
CIjoyed an eD.celent Oyte " of watecways. The many rivera
;nd stream which mander tbxoughout East Pakistan provide
an intensive natural networ of wateoways and as such these
waterways provide tc primary mas o,4 transojrtation even
tdy. It is estimated by the Transport Survey Team that
"n anz verage year, the ienxgth o2 the inland navigation
syatem plied by the large peddLe-thteeled steamers ard the
mecaniallsprpeled vessel4$ vari4es txrom about. 2AQ MILeR
i the dry $e4on to ,30 miles in the mtnAUson period,
n additioni, numerous small1 channels and drainage canals
are used by manJ powered country xata requiring depths of as
little .s two teet -- in this category are included hundreds
o. miles of t4l cr.eeks especiA.ly in the south oz 10ulna
district.
The mtjr waterwayts connect the five maj or inland ports
like Dacca, Narayanganj, C1nu4pur, lDariiAl and Ehula, as
wel. as hundreds oC secondary and minor inland ports and
9ihxts ikc Bhaiz4.b oazar, tshuganxj, dctzsingdi, $hirajganj,
cGalundo, etc. Above all, the waterways serve the deep-sea
1 ibid, Chapter 1, p. 5.
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ports of Chittagong and Chalna.
Difficulties encountered by water transport are the
meandering and braiding tendency of the large main streams
and rivers and their distributary channels. At present
there is very little accurate data on the 2500 miles of
waterways that are usable in both the seasons. The ten-
dency of the channels to shift from year to year has dis-
couraged inquiry, but lack of organization and equipment
probably has been the major deterrent,.
Wooden country boats, ragging from about 5 passenger
capacity up to about 100 tons cargo capacity comprise the
principal category of craft plying the inland waterways of
the province. Privately owned steamers and motor launches,
Inland Water-Transport Authority Owned mechaniaed vessels
are the other crafts serving the province.
Rail Transport (see Map 7)
Railway has played a vital role in the life and economy
of the country. About 75% of the organized inter-city
transportation volume of the province is handled by railway;
most of the remainder being carried by inland water trans-
port operators.
East Pakistan Railway transportation system named
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Pakistan Eastern Railway (PER) with its headquarters at
Chittagong is nationally owned and controlled, The system
consists of 1712 miles of route generally running north and
south as do the major waterways, East-west routes run
into large numbers of sizeable rivers which require costly
bridges and ferries. There are 546 miles of broad-gauge track
(all in western part of the province) and 1146 miles of
meter gauge (in the eastern and northern part) and 20 miles
of narrow gauge exists in the southwest. In the judgement
of the Transport Survey most of the road beds and track
lack adequate ballast and need replacements of sleepers.
The rails are badly worn and light-weight. Two ferry
crossings are operated by railway on Jamuna river and
involve complicated operations and change of gauge at one
of the crossings. Thus the river works as a great barrier
in the easy flow of counnication between the eastern and
the western parts of the province.
In general the transport equipment is in old and poorly
maintained condition - reduced carrying capacity and high
operating costs are the results. Inadequate carrying and
storage capacity of the transportation modes handicaps
distribution. Producers are known to limit production be-
cause of the fear of damage and delay in reaching markets.
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Physical shortcomings, inadequate speed, lack of transfer of
connecting facilities add to the general inadequacy of the
system. one of the troublesome spots according to the
Transport Survey Team is at Chittagong where transportation
facilities cannot expedite the movement to other distri-
bution points.
Highway Transportation (see Map 8)
The major highway network with Dacca as the provincial
capital and the hub of economic activity consists of seg--
ments which will cover about 250U miles when completed.
Approximately 100 miles of motorable roads are now in
existence with only one lane surfaced. According to the
best estimates of the Transport Survey Team, there are
approximately 2700 miles and 4200 miles of secondary and
feeder roads respectively. But many of these are primitive
trails and non-motorable.
The present highway system is of short segments
radiating from the principal centers of population and
economic activity. In most cases connections between the
centers do not exist except in dry season. The only excep-
tion is Route No. 1 which starts from Cox's Bazar in the
southeast and runs up to 50 miles east of Dacca through
4-5
Chittagong and Comilla. In fact this is the only highway
of considerable economic importance.
From Dacca a major road runs northwesterly 6o miles to
Tangail and thereafter to Mymensingh totalling a distance
of 125 miles in sinele lanes. In western direction from
Dacca another newly constructed road leads to Arieha on
the bank of Jamuna river . A ferry connects this road to
the other side of the river from where the road continues
west to Pabna, Rajshahi and then through Bogra to Rangpur
and Dinajpur districts in the northwestern part of the
province. Through the western districts a nor-south route
under construction for many years connects the major popu-
lated areas of fhulna in the south and Dinajpur district
in the extreme northwest except for a major crossing at the
Ganges river.
Thus, apparently, the trunk roads and the major roads
provide a fairly good network of road transportation. But
unlike any other country in the west, the highways are
neigher used very much by private automobiles and trucks
nor are there significant public transportation facilities
on them. "With less than 15,000 registered motor vehicles
in the province in 1961, only a very small percentage of
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total pofpulation of more than 50 million is being accomodated
by automobile highway equipment," Moreover, these major
roads are not well integrated with the secondary and feeder
roads. In the secndary roads and feeder roads the traffic
pattern is rendered cuabersome and hazardous by slaw moving
oxc arts and hundreds of thousands of pedestrians who have
no altervative but to use these because of the adjacent
terrain being subjected to high water levels.
Suffice it to say thaL the trunk roads do not contri-
bute much to the economy of the province. An overlay of
the bus-route map on the trunk/maj or road map will point
out that the trunk routes in most cases are not the bus
routes. The bus routes do not help interconnecting the
major centers of economic activity. They connect the towns,
if at all, rwith their surrounding regions (see t4ap Iv).
in East Pakistan buses are of growing importance to the
economy of the country. There is a steady increase in the
number of passengers carried by buses because of time con-
venience. But in most cases they are the only choice, not
a competitive alternative. Howeve;, buses now create no
Ibid., Vol. II, p. 237.
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long haul comnpetition with the railroads. As of noW, trun
rods narrow by themselves combined with ferries across
several unbridged rivers cannot be expected to contribute
to the long range bulk transport,
Air Transportation (see map 9)
The even topography and climate pose no difficulty f or
air transportation, East P4kstan's main airports are at
Dacca and Chittagong. The Transport Survey Team holds that
"seven other airfields are suitable for aircraft of the
DC-3 category although one is not being used because of
lack of demand and the others need resurfacing."
Pakistan International Airlines (PIA), a government
sponsored organization, operates flights between Karachi,
Lahore and Dacca and within the province between Dacca,
Chittagong and Jessore and five other centers (Comilla,
Syihet, Shamsernagar, Con'a Bazar, Ishurdi) with air-bus
services. There are scheduled flights from Dacca to Calcutta
and from Chittagong to Rangoon. Recently PIA has taken a
bold examplery project of connecting some distant areas with
the capital reducing the time requirement by as much as
IIbid., p. 12.
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1/40th of the previous travel time . This has been done
by a subsidized helicopter service program. Thie program
has been quite successful in 1963-64 serving the business-
men, government officials on tour and others requiring speed
in transportation, It is quite understandable that limited
capacity and cost will always be a menace for air transpor-
tation to become mass transport media, Because of low
personal income, there is no mass demand for air trans-
portation of passengers. However, air transportation
service plays and will continue to play a significant role
in the disseminating information both public and private.
Conclusion
East Pakistan has a land area of about 35 million acres
of which only 21 million acres are regularly used for crop
production. It is estimated by the industrial survey team
that an additional 4. ( million acres of cropland, which is
not available for cultivation now, could be redeemed.
Although temperature does permit year-round production
of crops, at present only 15-25% of the total crop lands
are being double cropped, According to agriculture experts,
most of the crop yields, which are no among the lowest in
the world, could be increased by as much as 100% through
the use of balanced comercial fertilizer, good seed,
chemical insect-disease control and improved cultural
practices,
Sizeable areas in the Chittagong Hill Tracts support
4 considerable but uneconomic vegetation growth. With
proper care and management, the forest resources could be
developed to provide raw material for industry and create
other employment opportunities.
The period of growth of jute coincides with that of
autumn rice and both the crops prefer the relatively higher
lands. This conflict in land use is general4y resolved
in favor of jute. As a result the jute belt is rendered
a rice deficient area.
The spectrum of economic activities is dominated by
agriculture, fishery and forestry. Mining is negligible.
Manufacturing, industry and services are of recent origin
and as such they rank lower in terms of employment. Their
location has not been the product of inter-regional com-
petition in all cases, Tea factories, match factories, the
paper mill and the newsprint mill are surely raw-material
oriented, but the jute mills, the largest section of in-
dustry, are obviously infra-structure oriented. Most of
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the Jute mills are located outside the jute belt. Even
those inside the belt, are concentrated in the southeastern
corner of the belt (see Maps 3 and 5) . The Location of
Jute mills is primarily a result of government decisions
which were instantaneously followed by private decisions.
In a situation where availability of infra-structure was a
perennial problem, industries were set up where best set of
infra-structure was available. This was done for the quick
utilization of raw material that was awaiting to be used.
Locational advantages were probably minor considerations.
Consequently industrial enterprises have concentrated in
Dacca-NUrayanganj, Chittagong and Khulna. Outside these
areas there has been no significant concentration of manu-
facturIng and industria. activities. As a whole the loca-
tion of the industrial activities do not constitute 4ominant
elements in the entire landscape.
Power areas have not influenced industrial location,
Rather on the contrary, the present industrial locatio n
pattern has influenced the layout of the power distribution
grid (see Maps 4 and 5).
Each of the several transportation sub-systems has
developed largely without reference either to attain optimum
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efficiency within itself or to optimize the overall economic
ef f ort in the province. The non-integrated and rigid charac-
ter of transpcortation and the outdated mode of transport
(country boats) leaves millions to relative isolation and
thereby poses great obstacles to raising the standard of
living, education and production,
A distinct pattecn of relationship between the different
kinds o economic activity is yet to emerge. In spatial
terms, the econowy of East Pakistan is loosely integrated,
As a result the spatial structure of the economy is weak,
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II. URBMIZATION IN EST PAIST4M
Urbanization is said to be taking place when the pro-
portion of total population residing in places defined as
urban is rising at a faster rate than the average rate of
population growth of the nation, Therefore to understand
the process o utbarization in East Pakistan, it is necessary
to look at the overalL demographic picture of the province
and compare the rate of growth of the entire province with
that of the urban areas.
Population of East Pakistan grew from }}.3 million in
1921 to 35.6 million in 1931 and to 41,9 million in i941.
The 1951 census counted the population of the province at
41.9 million which shows that there was no change in the
total population during that period (see Table A-3). It
has to be noted here that 1941 figures are not reliable for
two reasons: (1) due to World War II there was lots of
chaos and confusion in the administration and record keeping
of government around that period is questionable and (2) at
the time of i941 census political passion among the Hindus
ard Muslims was running high all over Bengal and both the
Communittes tried to inflate their population figures in
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order to get as much area as possible in their respective
homelands, Moreover, there were net po >pulation losses for
East Pakistan in 1944-45 due to a famine and again in 1947
at the time of partition of the sub-continent. The par Ation
caused an exchaige oE poulation involving emigration of 5
million Hindus from East Pakistan only partly comgensated
by the innigration of less than a million Muslims.
Therefore, partly because of the unreliability oa 1941
figures and partly because of the unusual phenomenon in the
decade of 1911-51, the demographic picture of the period
should be ignored. However, 1951 census figures are quite
reliable and therefore the population increase between
1951-61 can be taken into account, In 1961 population
figures for the province stood at 50. million, This means
an increase of 21. over the 1951-61 decade at 2$ per annmw
This rate of increase, when Corqred with the annual rate
of increase observed in the ptrevious increases at twenty
year intervals (see Table A-3), shows that population has
increased at a much faster rate in the last decade than be-
fore. The long range trend is one of increasingly faster
rate of population growth.
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sense is well developed and community matinains public
utilities such as roads, lights, water supply and sanitation,
TABLE A-3.
PJPULATION INC1EE IN EAS? PAiXTA4 -1911-1951
% Increase Annua rate of Lncreae
1911-31 13 0.7
1931-51 17 0.9
1951-61 21 2.1
As is apparent in Table A-5, the proportion of urban
and rural population in 1951 was 4.4% and 95.6% respectively
and in 1961 it stood at 5.2% and 94.3% respectively.
According to the census definition there vere 64 townS or
urban units in 1951 and in 1961 the total figure came to 78.
Due to the development of trade and commerce and industrial
investment during the last decade a number of spots in the
province which were formerly classified as rural, have
developed urban characteristics. These areas have been de-
clared urban after local investigation and discussion with
the local administration. Thus the increase in both the
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number of urban agglomeratioi and the increase of population
i.ving therein have built up a steady but slow process of
urbanizatioin in East P-akistan. Ah. similar impression is
formed when we look at the rate of growth in the urban
population alone. In the last decade the rate cof growth in
the urba sector has been more than double the rate of
total growth of the province. Although this is noteworthy
by itself, the pattern is not signiticantly different from
the previous decades (see Table A-3).
Urb aization as a Process ndustrialiato
Urbanization is closely liaked with industrialization,
It is both a cause and an effect of industrial growth.
Although generally it is said that industrialization is an
urban phenomenon, for East Pakistan the reverse can be said
to be true that urbanization is an industrial phenonenon.
In tact it is the industrial investments that are beinging
about urbanization in the province such that a close
correlation can be drawn between industrialization and the
concomitant urbanization.
Until very recently, East Pakistan was a raw materil
supplier to the Calcutta market. There was very little
inJustrial activity in the East Pakistan region, Modern
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industry made hardly any projress and industrial investment
depended on the desire and convenience of the foreign in-
esr rather than on intrinsic geographical and related
forces. Thus, lack of organized industry, unsteady conner-
cial advantages, serious problems of transportation and
comunication generally retarded any rapid urbanization in
the province.
With the launching of the First Five Year Plan the track
for industrialization was laid. Subsequently, the Second
Five Year Plan almost tripled the industrial investment
over the levels of the First Plan . This commitment of the
government to the industrial development of the province
has simultaneously cmmitted it to a process of urbani-
zation.
Due to the uneven distribution of roads and other trans-
portation facilities, new factories and mills are clustering
around only a few of the existing towns and cities to take
advantage ot a better infra-structure. The direction of
industrial location is of increasing concentration in 2 or
~) urban centers, namely Dacca-Narayanganj, Chittagong and
Khulna. This is spelled out in the Second Plan and restated
by Eddison....""Of the 119 private sector industrial projects
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sanctioned for the Second Five Year Plan period, 35 are to
be located in Greater Dacca, an equal number to be estab-
lished in Chittagong, and the remaining 49 are to be dis-
tributed in the rest 15 districts of the province." What
is more important is that the bigger industries will be
located in the two major cities. Consequently, remarkable
growth has been taking place in those three cities pri-
marily than in others (see Appendix A-I). Khulna topped
the rate of growth with an increase of 203% in the period
1951-61. Doubtless, this colossal explosion of the city
has been contingent upon government and private decisions
to locate an anchorage (3a miles from the city), a ship
yard, a newsprint mill, jute mills and match factories. A
brief comment may be made here that although the other
district towns do not offer as great locational advantage
as Khulna, a substantial number of them enjoy considerable
advantage to sustain major industrial complexes., Similar
things happened at Narayanganj also where a huge jute
manufacturing complex has been initiated and consequently
t Eddison, John C.: Industrial Growth and Urban Land
Requirements, The Pakistan Development Review, Vol . III,
No. 4, Winter 1963, p. 552.
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the city has experienced a tremendous boom. Although the
city of Chittagong itself has not experienced a significant
growth, the adjacent areas of the city are rapidly becoming
urbanized.
Overall Pattern of Urbanization
In 1951, there were only two cities with population of
100,000 or more; they were Dacca and Chittagong. In 1961,
the number of cities having population of 100,00 or more
increased to 4. The two upcoming cities are Khulna (2u3%
increase) and Narayanganj (123% increase). The size dis-
tribution of the cities and towns in East Pakistan are
given below:
CITY SIZE DISTRBUTIOi
Category ASgA JS
I 100,000 and over 2 4
I 50,000 - under 100,000 3 5
III 25,000 - under 50,000 15 15
IV lu,000 - under 25,000 21 23
V under 10,000 j1 .
TOTAL 64 78
Source: Census of Pakistan, 1961, Vol. 2, East Pakistan
Population.
Of the three cities in category II in 1951, one moved
up the ladder and the other two did not change their status,
rather they experienced absolute decline in their size in
the past decade. liowever by 1961, this group was joined by
three others from category III.
In category III, although the total number has not
changed in the decade, we have already noted that three have
moved up to category II, one to category I. This upgoing
of 4 towns was exactly offset by upcoming of 4 other towns
in this category.
A similar thing happened in category IV which lost
4 towns in category III but was joined by 6 other towns from
the lower category.
Of the total urban population more than 45% live in
the four big cities. The number of people living in the
moddle-sized cities (o50,-00-1,000) are relatively small.
But the number of people and the percent of total urban
people living in the towns (25,000-50,000 and 10,000-25,000)
are quite significant (see Table A-5).
Growing and Declinng Towjis (see Map 12)
Although there has been no dramatic change in the total
number of cities in each category in the last decade, there
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has been considerable upward movement of few cities. At
least 12 towns have moved up the ladder. Others maintained
the status quo (see Appendix A-I) . But this is an over-
simplified statement so far as the identification of growing
and declining centers are concerned. It is important to
not e that in the status auo group some are actually de-
clining either absolutely or in relative terms. Because of
the wide range this does not show up as a deterioration,
Similarly there are at least .3 towns which have moved up the
ladder with a very small margin but in fact have grown at a
lower rate than that of East Pakistan and hence are virtually
declining centers.
In respect of growth and decline, there is a wide
variety observed in East Pakistan - cities of different sies
have experienced growth and in fact no correlation can be
drawn between city-size and growth, However, only those
centers are identified as growing centers which have shown
an increase of over 45% since 1951. (45% is the average rate
of growth of urban population in 1951-61),. The number of
fast growing areas are however limited. Rapidly growing as
well as declining centers have been shown in Table A-6 and
Table A-7 respectively. (See Map 12 also).
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Future Trend and Discernable Direction of Urban Growth
Urbanization in East Pakistan has just started with an
industrial economy at its base, Previously the urban centers
were not a product of industrial activity. In most cases
they were superimposed administrative centers. Even the
big cities and towns were like islands in the vast rural
atmosphere. Lack of organized industry, unsteady ccmmercial
advantages and lack of economic opportunities, had not offered
enough attraction to the rural surplus labor. As a result
cities were only consuming centers and static in their
character.
The industrial program of East Pakistan has given birth
to new centers of production. Due to this change in the
economy, considerable change in the spatial structure is
taking place, Importance of transportation routes is
changing - volume of goods as well as the direction is
changing. New collecting and distribution points are coming
up and some of the old ones are d ing out.
Nevertheless, the growth is eccentric. Only few centers
have experienced accelerated growth. In addition to their
previous function, these few cities have become the prime
generators of East Pakistan *s young urban economy, The
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magnitude of growth in the urban-industrial centers cer-
tainly reverses the overall impression of slow rate of
urbanization in East Pakistan. Although the percentage of
population moving to the urban places is still not pheno-
menally alarming, it is high enough to produce a very fast
rate of urban growth when combined with the predominantly
agricultural structure of the economy. It is believed in
some sections that the rate of urbanization will slow down
in future because of increased investment in agriculture
(fertilizer application, irrigation, reclamation), But it
is strongly arguable that with the improvement of agriculture
larger number of people will be released from the land. In
land hungry East Pakistan reclamation will never be so large
as to absorb the huge rural surplus labor. On the other
hand, with increased literacy and improved transportation
rural exodus will only be natural,
At any rate the Third Five Year Plan will see the
emergence of a new level of industrial and hence urban
development in East Pakistan, The Third Plan as well as the
Perspective Plan (1965-85) for the province includes pro-
vision of large scale expansion of industry. This, together
with the growth in trade, commerce and administration will
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give rise to rapid urbanization, The forecasts indicate that
"By 1985 total population of the province might reach 110
million and urban population might shoot from 2.7 million to
25 million over this period."l The growth of cities could
be even gre ater . Eddison estimates that about 400,000
industrial jobs will be created in 1965-70 period. In
addition to these industrial jobs three times these numbers
of workers will be generated in trade, transport, construction
and services, "If a ratio of 25% or nne manufacturing job
to three non-industrial jobs, is assumed for towns in East
Pakistan during the Third Plan, the non-industrial urban jobs
will be 1,200,000 and the total urban employmnt created will
be 1,600,000 jobs."2 If it is further assumed that 25% of
the job holders will be unmarried or live without their
families and the rest have an average size of 5 persons, the
total number of new city dwellers will be 6.4 million in the
period 1965-70.
1 Government of Paksitan: Proposed Urban Development Authority
for East Pakistan, Physical Planning and Housing 17, Planning
Commission, Government of Paksitan, No. SI, Karachi 1964,
2ddison, John C.: Industrial Growth and Urban Land Require-
ment, The Pa nvelopat Review, Vol. III, No. 4,
Winter, 1963, p. 551.
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If the present trend continues, urbanization will not
extend beyond its present geographical limitation, As a
result Dacca-Narayanganj, fhulna, Chittagong will be flooded
with industrial jo b seekers and their dependents and all
the urban problems will multiply to an unforeseen magnitude.
URtBAN P0tULATIoN AY SIZE. EAST PA4ISTAN
1951 Population
lize
Total
10 ,000 and over
50,000-99,999
25,o0-49,999
10C,0Q0-24,999
5,0C-9,999
under 5,000
Number
1,319,773
625,909
218,669
493,941
525,403
130,0c4
25,847
% of % of
totai
4.4
1.5
0.5
1.2
0.8
0.35
0.1
ura
100
54.4
12.0
27.1
17.9
7,1
1.4
2,64c,726
1,210,941
295,209
544,111
384,933
167,618
37,659
%of of
total Ua
5,2 100
2.4 45.9
Q.6 11.2
1.1 20.6
o.3 14.6
0.3 6.3
.1 1.4
Source: Census of Pakistan, Vol.
1961.
2, East Pakistan, Population
1961 Population
I
0 imp -. 0111,
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TABLE A-6
RAPIDLY GROWING T(OWN EAST, PAKISTAN 1951-6j
Dacca city
Narayanganj city
Chittagong city*
fhulna city
Jessom municipality and
cantonment
Bhairal Bazar municipality
Lalmouirhat town
Naogaon town
Bagerhat municipality
Feni municipality
Nilphamari town
Jhenaidah town
Popula-
tion 1951-
335,928
68,373
41, 409
23,876
11,822
9,073
11, 248
7,068
4, 929
5,277
4,558
Popula- % in-
tion 1961 crease
556,712
162,054
364,205
127,970
46,366
31,749
22,001
20, 276
16,398
9,617
9,757
9,055
Source: Census of Pakistan, Vol. 2,
1961,
*Population for 1951 not available.
East Pakistan Population
40.0 ANN al -N . 010 MINN- 0 AM NOR
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C.TAB A-7
D9ECNII 4. TOS E-PJ!!T PPKSSTAN 125,1-61§
Barisal municipality
Saidpur municipality
P arbatipur town
kajitpur municipality
Thakurgaon town
Debhatta municipality
Population
1951 1961
89,278 69,936
61,013 6o,628
32,410 27,183
13,105 12,09(
9,849 7,039
5,461 4,042
Source: Census of Pakistan, Vol. 2, East Pakistan Population
1961.
Cities and T of East Pakistan an Thet Areas of nfluenC
Nature's role in the shaping of the physical environment
is distinct in East Pakistan. Geography and climate con-
ditioned the economy of the country and the economy has
structured the physical environment in its own natural way.
East Pakistan's agrarian economy combined with its conserva-
tive social outlook has given it a distinct pattern of rural
settlements. Until partition, the towns of East Pakistan
were not the consequence of cmnomic activity. They were
f% De-
crease
21.7
o,6
16.1
7.7
28.5
26.*01
__ MM WN! NOUN _0601 
-Mml 100- - - - - ' N
Eostly &uperiub sed ainistrati ve ccner U ainly concued
with the co. ecio of evenue and4I 42 axe, regulati lnd
a el tryin; Ptty civLand crim inal c-aes,
In the ui4vided Beng 65 ot ttal p tio
ved n w t-2,0 and only 2% wived in t s f
2j,00- 5 ,00. Thcre were nily three cities of iore than
100,000 opato in undivided Bengal; oz thcse only on
has come to Lst Pkiistan's share. The only other city of
conierable sAze that cam to astz katistan'S share was
Chittagcng, \ which then had a poulation o 53,Q0.
Even in 1951, Dacca and Ci4t4ta"gong wee the only two
csitiea naving population over i00,0 (Dacca 5,3,762 and Chit-
tagcong 294,>46). by 196, because of industrial investments,
two .ohe cities caw up with pop~ulazions of over 10 0
thya Naraanganj (262, 34) nd hn (427,97 ) hulna
is a su-davisi.onaL headquartea distric; headquarter, as
as a divisional headquarterc, while Narayanganj iS only
sub-divisioal headquarter . Naayanganj is only 10 miles
4rom Dacca and in 2act both Dacca aid Narayanganj can be said
to constitute n mtropolitan regon. Next to these, there
were five cities with jopuLation mo0rL than 5,b02 but less
than i'<,00 in 196.C They areA Barisal (69,936), saidpur
(6,628), Rajahahi (54> ), Mynmensingh (5,236) and comi ia
(54,504), (see Ma 1) , f these 1arisal and Saidpur bn iged
to the same statuZ in 1951; only three urban places have
o me up t, the medium size category since 5 Thus t is
cear tha a cities are few and the number of mdium
sized cities is equally small, In fact two of the pre-
v iously existing medium size dities have experienced absolute
decline in size (sec ?pendix A-r). The declining medium
sized cities aret Barisal and Saidpur. Both of these to-ns
declined due to a change in direction and emphasis of trans-
nortation lines. Barisal and Saidpur were irportant stations
,in the way to Calcutta. But after partition mwvements of
goods and people to and from Calcutta diminished and even-
tually these cities are decli.ing. The ce of Barisal has
been taen over by fhuln.
A.reas o. urban Inflience
Studies of aea under urban influence in western countries
is f'acilitated by the availability of precise data co-zring
many characteritics oF u both demographic aid econ-
omc. Moreover, availability of such data as the volume of
retai'. and wholesale trade, receipta fro services, value.
added by manufacturing activiLy, rental values, number of
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profeasonal worker, newspE circul ation, specialiized
aid television~ a-dicncei and the volume
o tl ephone cals, naCes such: tudi mrec scienAtific.
Unfotunately, aid is expected, no such, I data aailable
Sor -L The available information covers oaly
0aw items on demographic characteristics pIus one item on
ec~ooic characteristics ±ie. ratio o population depending
on* agricultural iadl~ n-agricultural activity.
It is quite natua. to hypothsizca that in Eaat Pakistan
where large rura ppla tions depend on primry activities
"nd where urban rural differences are sharp, the zone of
urban irluecce may best be studied by regarding it as in--
Audsing thost areas adjacent to contiguously built up area
which demonstrates the physical, economic and demographic
characterintics o an urban regi Inormation n)physical
c ndition of housing structure is available but this proves
to be unusable. Because of the lact of any building code,
even the biggest city, Dacca, is found to hve large numbers
oz rural type hoses, 'Then therc is a remarkable difference
in the physical charactez of the urCban areas in the south
than those in tLh north. Because of the relative absence of
indigenous buildinxg material I.., bamboo, wood poles and
(xOIVrp UT umpt frM*et Ltin O 9!$ Azrpt Act aTqTOewrn
0am r4-zr 020M rrrrbT/ vm Tr4STs?; 0Xra rf
TttZS~o Ar~ctna~~rN 70Ogrflafl XrTtrrsv flmrtw-? urrr:n
Ot9~~r P0VI.TIO Tr" ls'll IVA XTl r- orrr 1rne-Arap
.7r tPMctsn aotMISvxr,xTT tprg -TOpUCi "A,4l aTf M V10Y-7 !3Ol
;vT Fr.7 .4 trrAt q'trUTno4 Amr0 Ant'nsa~ 94; 2a.rq lr
att stt~;t~t;p*~Taeq rMT q 4,04 'PT fll I TSP
70r, ,Vr tte r~flteN TPZ.A.:tq , ArTT x u~ ~
att*;t!8R x p'zneT In-" btTrto T94A701 Tfr: w acw Tr "&rn.
'Stt), r,ptSU07 'Tr .Trpn v AIx trPTn VT ~ VOtlTT tur-
70 fl 9t IT3ITVIN Mr- UT-O '9IFOu tIty
nr 7nwtr OA%?tt r;J puno; vVM sXtm tnr-' llrm tlTe:r
A,.tr ttri trcr 1 ATUTr;I9D 5JTP' -? Ibtt.rtr,,cnp
K.
xigidity o! public traspotaon (ius and train lauches) all
a41d Up iro ciccuWacrsie thO ension of uazban int.Luence,
oncCntZtiox o1 speciala.*ed services lIke newspaper,
television, r4"d, *peCiali4ed professional services Uakes
the 4)o4ury of =baa infzLuence ftzier, On the other hand,
-he thread o. inerdependency is nebulous, Fruits, vegetables
and iish come to the cities ;ow a and wide places.
Presecez o phyic. aenities eOg. electricity, tele-
phofne, water and sewexline and asphalt roads rops off at
the municipal boudazy tine.
Consequently, the study or areas of urban influence
was terribly Nimted, o other choice was left but to use
the demographic data. it was decided that the folowwig
items on demgraphic actor$ Wuld be the best indicators ot
ur Dan influence S
(i.) Density ot population
(2) EPredoatnance ot males over temales
(;) Proportion ot literates
(4) Proportaon of nowmagricu.&turai activity
To o4serve the changing deagcete of urbanistioa, data were
p 4Ltted 4n maps On tana leves (4 Lowst administrative
leve) on the tirst three items. The fourth item was plotted
~.,
on sub-division W evel becaue no uher breakdown wa v
zable. The nverag for Est Pak istan for~ each item was takena
as the meai pint and deviations from this poi .nt were jlotted
in Cdiferent sades repestSingtfl average, below 4average,
asove Ver age 4nd w4el above average values. These maps
were vverlaid~ on & map showing transporLttio lines, -Where
I9h urban index-value areas concidtd with intensively used
and multiple transpoKrta±tion Lines, those treas were juge
t be the areas Oz urban influence (see M 1) .
nowever iL has LQ be 4mitted 1he re that because of the
high dependennce o deigraph ic data the picture reZveled
here does not truly reflect interdependence with a urJ4an
center. it; is mreLy suggestive %f the character of urban
inluence that might be discovered if more adequate data we
%At hand.
Changes in th~e Economi~c Pgatteq
.t ha$ already been indcated that at the time of- pr-
titIon, EcSt pak4t4n had very ew industries since the reg4on
was a hinterliand Zor cal,cutta, Te first few years of znde.
pehCn4ce were apen,; 4n managing th. diverse problem of an
indepnden et4b ence, *twevr wth the adoption o it First
tive Year Pran, Paucistan mzade its xirst systematic attempt
towa;rds planned ccon1 raic devel ment. Although the first
decade of independenc has seen som przress, the pace of
develIrpmenot Z Zccelerated only at bout the end of the
Lirst ian; perZid. The ruwber of industrial ntUs more than
d&ue ('ro 776 in 1957 to 162 in 1959-6;) . The types of
insdustry also xincreased fr. 21 to 55 in the same perio.
It is encouragiing to note that irvestient zare increatngly
being shared by thp private sectr The industrial estates
is well as sal and chemical Idustries arv being finnanced
amst whoy by the gvernent while private sect-or josess
some of the l.arger industries ouch as fo manufacturing,
basic raetals, machinuery, transport and =n-metal, textile
and electrical goods.
mGroUh o idustry is bcing docume=nted by Ia ara e.
growt Lbin po)wer suppy. Asa oa ftter £ tact pwer supply
is doubln every five years
hile in 1947 there was not a sin'e jute mnll in the
pvc n 1.960 tifteen jut Cis witc 8000 looms were
producing 250,. tns o jute goods, At present jute and
jut: goods (rwanufactures) conttitute nre than .04 of the
proZvince's E r a is the ma fo .ctregn exchange earner
fa tn9 ao t60,00 persons were directly
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engaged in the industrial production of jute. This figure
is expected to rise to 90,000 by the end of the Secon4 Plan
period 1960 .
Cotton textiles also have shown considerable rise in
production since 1947, Specially after 1957 yarn production
has doubled and has in fact eased the enormous demand of
the handloom industry Which is the largest cottage industry
of theprovince.
The production of matches has boomed 25 times since
Independence, In 1960, 19 satch factories produced 9,3
million gross boxes, Some of these were exported after
meeting the country'* demand.
For fuller and better utilization of forest resources,
the Forest Research Institute and the Forest Industries
Developmnt Corporation have been established. Consequently
new industries using forest resources are coming up, via,
paper, newsprint, plywood, packing wood, pencil, and as
such are meeting the major demands of the country.
Of the domestic product of the province agriculture
counts for 65%. Cultivation of rice and jute are by far the
most important itema of agriculture followed by tobacco and
sugar cane. Rice is the main itemotlfood of the Bast
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Pakistanis; hence the fulfillment of the provinces food
requirements depends on the production of rice. The pro-
duction has been more or less steady since 1947 (8 million
tons a year) and .the estimated deficit is about &00,Q00 tons
a year which is met by import from West Pakistan and foreign
countries. The rate of population increase (about a million
a year) has alarmed the government and consequently food
production has the top priority in government planning, By
1965 rice production is expected to rise by about 304. If
successful East Pakistan will have a surplus of 1,6 million
tons of rice to export. Indication of success is already
there - last year (1964) East Pakistan had surplus rice to
sell to India and Ceylon.
Mustard and rape seed oil are the only cooking oil used
in East Pakistan. But unfortunately the production of the
seed is about half of the requirement. The deficit is made
up by importing oil seeds and oil from outside; whereas the
oil seed crushing capacity of the province is more than
double of the oil seed produced within the province. The
Second Vive Year Plan howevereenvisages a 5> increase in
oil seed production, In the same period a 100% rise is
expected in potato production and 10v in other winter crops.
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For the diversification of the use of staple food, wheat
production and thereby bread eating is being increased four-
fold during the Second Plan period,
Chagnes in £xport and Import
Export from East Pakistan has always exceeded her im-
ports except the year 1958-59. The export boom in 1951-52
was mainly due to jute export as necessitated by the Korean
War,
The present volume of sea-going trade is 3 million tons,
a rise three times since 1950. It is very fortunate to note
trade between East and West Pakistan has increased more than
three times in the last ten years, strengthening the bond
of economic integration between the two provinces. Exports
from East to West Pakistan have risen from a mere 5% in
1950-51 to 33% in 1959-60, a rise more than 6 times; the
chief items are jute manufactures, paper and newsprint, betel
leaves, tobacco, tea, hides and skin, matches, plywood.
In 1950-51 imports from foretgn countries were goods
worth RS. 39 crores (71.6 million dollars) and those from
West Pakistan were worth as, 25 crores (52.6 million dollars).
The situation reversed after 10 years. At present East
Pakistan imports more from West Pakistan (55%) than from
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foreign countries. Total imports have doubled in the past
decade but imports from West Pakistan have more than doubled
while imports from the foreign countries have risen only by
25%, The principajl items of import arex cotton and woolen
textile, shoes, fruits, cement, and edible oil from West
Pakistan and machinery and capital goods, drugs, medicine,
fuel, food grains from foreign countries,
By and large, the natural setting has rendered East
Pakistan predominantly agrarian in her economy. As of 1961
94% of East Pakistan's population live in rural areas and
85% of the labor force depend on agricultural activities
for their livelihood. The rest of the labor force (15%),
however, depend on non-agricultural activities, As a result
65% of the provincial income of East Pakistan was still being
derived from agriculture (see Tables A-8 and A-81). However,
the industrial sector contributed 10% to the total income
of the province in 1960 and the industrial sector consisted
mainly of small scale enterprise,, in her export sector East
Pakistan depends mostly on agricultural raw material, pri-
iarily jute and tea which constitute about 70% of the total
export, Turning to the industrial sector, one observes that
large scale industry occupies less than half of total
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STRUCTUAL ClANGE$ IN EAiSTJ)D WST PArISTA
1951-52
E.Pak W.Pak
1959-64
E.Pak W.Pak
Agriculture as % of regional income
Industry as %of regional income
Large scale industry as % industry
sector
Export as % of regional income
Primary export as % of total export
S565 46
7 10 15
15 41 43 72
12 10
100
Urbanization as % of total population 44
86
17 .8
9 6
71 33
5.2 22.5
Source: The Strategy of Economic Planning, Mahbubul Rag.
Oxford Univ., Press, Karachi 1963, p. 105.
TABLE A-8;
DISTRgmaxTIOo CIVIL-IAN kLB FQOCE (10 yre, and over)
EAST PAKISTAN 1961
ilioA eope Percenta g
Total civilian labor force 17.4 100.0
cultivators 14.6 83,7
Other agriculturists *2 1.5
Nan'-agriculturists 2.6 14,8
source: census of Pakistan 1961, Vol. 2.
I
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industrial income,
Something needs to be si.d about the method of produc-,
tion of the biggest sector of regional income, i.e. agri-
culture. Agriculture is traditional and labor intensive.
Except for ten which is grown on estates by hired labor,
all other crops are grown on small family type forms, More
than 50% of the holdings are less than 2 acres in size and
75% of them are less than 5 acres, Although it in generally
felt that 4 to 8 acres are required to provide full employment
for a farm laborer in East Pakistan, there is an average of
only 2 acres of farm land per worker, In respect of tenure,
75% of the cultivators are farms owners of some sort, 10%
are farm tenants and 14% are landless laborers;. Due to the
Muslim law of inheritance, fragmentation of land holding is
continuing and is worsening the tenure pattern.
Such organizational practices discussed above have
resulted in low agricultural productivity in East Pakistan,
While agricultural production has increased greatly throughout
the world in recent years, there has not been sufficient food
to meet even local requirements in East Pakistan and imports
have been regularly required. It will not be an exaggeration
to say that the condition of the farmer is deplorable. They
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have inadequate storage facility, limited capital, meager
cash resources, frequently indebted, disorganized and ignorant.
These handicaps cause them to depend on a quick turnover of
few crops they have for sale. Due to primitive transport
media (slow moving country baate) and limited transport
facility prices vary widely in the rural and utban areaw
middlemen make high profit and an estimated 60% of all
agricultural produce is consumed on the farm without entering
the conmercial market.
Analysis of all the trends in agriculture and industry
indicate that East Pakistan is still overly comrited to
agriculture for its sustenance, employment and export,, EaSt
Pakistan's economy is less diversified and far more vulner-
able to fxluctuation in world market than that of West Pakistan.
East Pakistan's industrialization is rudimentary, her moneti-
zation limited, and her financial super-structure inadequate. 1
in the last decade (1950-60), there has been a very modest
structural change in. the economy of the province. By the
end of the Second Plan Period (1965), structural change is
expected to be noticeable. Unfortunately no complete
Hag ., Mabbubul, The Strategy of Economic Planning, Oxford
Univ. Press, Karachi, 1963, p. 16.
evaluation tf tM Second Plan periods development has yet
been done, 3zn#ever, agrioulture is most likely to remain
at the base of the economy of the province in the foreseeable
future, even after considerable transformation to increased
industria. activity,
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17. FRLW IN T CS2SY'S ECO
A study of the flOWs in economk must include primarily
a study of the movement of goods ad people, This invem
(1) uigratio and movement of population both rural to
urban and rural to rural and (2) external and internal flows
of commodity.
igration and PopuataG tovemnt
For the lng time paSt it was widely held that East
Pakistanis are usually 'stay at home' types of people,
They do not take easily to town life no' even to migration
to other rural areas. This was manifest in the fact that
movements t colontsation outside have been rare in their
past history, But the discussM. of urbanization ii East
PakUstan tends to disprove this belief because the dis-
cussion :f urbaitn.ization is fundamentally a discussion of
net rural to urban migration which shows an increasing trend.
The InZerence of urali to urban migration from the increnznt
in excess of the average growth can be taken to be valid
because the rate of reproductive change in not very dif-
ferent in rural and unban areas. In the urban areas death
rates may tend t be lower because of better medical
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services but the bista rates also tend to be sawhat lower
than the rura areaS so that the growth from reproductive
c1anges is rough.ly the same, Therefore, if there was no
rural to urban migration, very little urbanization would
tke place 4* a result of vital process alone4 The fact
ia well suppotXed by Donald J, Blgue ' study of urbaniza-
ti~on and migcation in India where it is held that...,"n
many epochs of history, and probably in many Asian gities,
there would be a net. decline in urbanization if vital pro-
cesses akone were at work,
It ha already been shown that in the last decade
East takcistan~e urwan population increased by 45% while the
otal growith of the province was 21% and that of the rural
sector was 20 only, This represents the phenomenon of
urcbanward migration but does not show the direction,
TO determine the direction ot movement demographic
data of the 1961 canaus were consulted. The census pro-
vided the information on the place of birth, in the vertical
as, and place now living, in the horizontal axis, Thus
the rows 4ad columns meant migration from and to respectively,
o birth was g soagly lumped into districts while the
1Boue, D.J. and Zacharian, K.C.; Urbanzation and 1igration
in India, India's Urban Future, ed, R. Turner, Univ. of Calif.
Press, 1962, Berkeley, Los Angeles, p, 28.
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place of residence had two more breakdowns 1.e. districts as
well as the important urban centers. This kind of data
breamk-down, though precise in volume, provides only very
general direction of interdistrict movermnts which can be
called rural to rural, fowever, rural to urban movement
can be traced more precisely and definitively because the
place of residence axis contained columns for the big cities,
But again there was no way to find out the movement from
urban to urban because there was no row for cities and
towns in the place of birth' axis (see Appendix A-n) .
However, general direction of urban to urban migration might
be diacernable from an overlay of 10la 2 12 (showing the growing
and declining centers) or Ma; i4 (showing internal migra-
tion) PAs the data is provided in the census, usually
out-migration from Small towns are included in the district
total. Under such circuwtances, if a district having
significant out-migration is found to have a declining urban
center also; in that case the direction of the cityward
migration from the district may be considered to be the
direction of movement from its urban area also. At this
stage of data availability there is no way to check it, nor
can the volume be determined.
A 211
%~ 4*
Net internal migration in the last decade was derived
by subtracting 195. figures fr-om thos of 1961 i each box
which represented igation, Some amoit of migration was
found between all the districts. For the sake oft convenience
and clarity of reprsentatn an -aping the minr xne were
omitted as insignificant taking into account only those
cases which represented migration if 10,000 people or were
in the period 1951-61. Thus a map of internal migration is
prepared showing volue and direction of population moveMent.
Direction is shown as (1) cityward and (2) inter -distrit
(see may 14),
!omm2odty2E (see MaP 15)
The total sphere of comodity flows encomnpasses thrcc
distinct types of commercial activity: (1) trading activity
involving the exchange of agricultral raw materials and
corandities for internal conswmptton i.e. rice, ulses, oil
seeds, sugar an4 gr, ttbaccs, etc.; and (2) internal dia'
tribution o! imported materials auch as coton gods, wuar,
grain and flour, coal, mineral oil, metals, machinery and
other consumer goods that originate outside the province;
and (3) collection and movement of raw materials of agricul
tural or quasi-agricultural origin aintly for exoyrt. This
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activi ty ive ~c rthe movet f ew ut bulky iters as
jute, Lea, hdzes skin. Since the tLird aspect of in-
tn com ity flw vis concerned with exPort, it is
reasonmabLe treat it under a sub-chaptera as xet com
dity 2 ls 4 .We l . all teth two as itern
commodity lw
Thee a year round mvemen of such articles of
rural4 origin ias rice, pulses, handloom f abrica, pottAey,
spices, fish, jaggery and cattle from one place to another.
The tran sactio is car.ried on bi-weeky or weekly at rural
ma1ets called hat thich are held at approachable poits
lir , roa head, ritlway sttions ali over the
couAntrysidc The -izes ofthe hats vary fro4 as small as
ifty persois to several hundred or more. In a way these
marketa shizt irom one place to another round the week or
fortnig., Jne a the sam grq er or artisan may be found
to sell hI" costodity in two different places on two dif2erent
days of the week. In the same way the cultivator villager
also may have access to two or three hats in a week to sal
his comrodity and buy his own requirements. (These hats
though neither colle 4ctag points nor distribution centers as
such, they may be cal"ed the end point of distribution and
'2 C
"'N
the initial channel of ole tion. The following schen'atic
diagram ary help to> explai he Structure.)
Provincial Ports
District towns
Inland parts
ivision towns
Regional markets
Hats
2. In rural Zast Pakistan there is very little distri-
bution trade. Shops and warehouses a" practically non-
existent in East Pakistani villages. Import commodities
after entering the province are primarily distributed to the
inland ports or other transport Junctions - from there goods
are carried to other district or sub-division towns. The next
point of distribution, are the regional markets from where
CoMOdities infiltrate to the hats for the final consumption,
xternal Flow of CMmodt
Jute plays a predominant role in the total external
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fl of t commodities. Therefore the flow of Jute deserves
an elaborate dicussion, Partly becauise of the non-
integrated character of the transport network and partly
because of the predominance of the primitive mode of trans-
por the xmoavemcn t of jute from the grower to the maunfac-
turer or shipper takes place in three stages: The first is
from the villag.e to the primary assebling market. At this
stage, Professor Ahmed observes "Three-quarters of the
marketable jute is sold by the growers at their own doors,
while one-fifth is sold by them n the primary markets or
hats."' The second stage invotlves transfer of the fiber
either from the door of the grower or from the primary
markets to the secondary markets many of which are baline
centers. These secondary markets are actually collective
centers rTher mlteril flow converges from many primary
markets.
In the next stayge jute is pooled to the terminal market
from all different collecting centers. ?rom the terminal
maret jute goes eithnr to the local manufacturer or for baling
and exp rt. At prcsent Chittagong, ttnrayanganj and hlrtna
1 . NTafis : Economic Geography of East Pakistan, Oxford
University Press, Lon4on, 1958, P. 251.
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have assumed this role,
The movement of hides and skin, the other export items,
also follows the same pattern - from the rural areas to the
collective centers, A large proportion is transported
(partly treated) to Chittagong for export, The rest find
their way to the local industries,
In the case of tea, packing in chests is done right in
the factory and then sent to Chittagong through the nearest
railway station,
By now, it is quite apparent that in the external
and internal commodity flow channels there are hierarchies
in the hub of the transaction activity both in collection
and in distribution. At the lowest order are the local
hats which are neigher collecting centers nor distribution
points as such but may be called the end point in the dis-
tribution channel and the initial point of collection
channel., The hats are so numerous in the country because of
their size and character that the determination of the volume
of comodity is an impossible task. Nor is it so needed for
our purpose. Therefore attempt is made to determine the
volume of flow to and from the secondary collection and dis-
tribution centers, It follows from the discussion of the
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process of collection and distribution of commodities that
the channels of collection and those of distribution are
the same, But unfortunately two-way flow is not possible to
show, The transportation survey, the only available material
in the topic, has records of only the total traffic volume.
Thus the conmodity flow map which has been prepared re-
flects a combined flow of commodities to and from the ports
and the collecting and distributing points. It has to be
admitted here that the available infomation on movements of
commodities is obviously incomplete. The passenger-launch
companies have recently grown up and hence the cargo and
passenger handled by these launChes are scanty and frag-
mentary. The greatest unknown quantity is the country boat
cargo. "This was so huge and voluminous", reads the trans-
port survey report, "that it had defied analysis in a
general or fragmentary way, 4 However, to estimate the
magnitude of cargo moved by boats, a one-week Survey2 was
Dept. of the Arug: Transport Survey of East Pakistan, Corps
of Agineers, 1961, Library of Congress Cat. No. 62-60054,
p. 58.
2 This was a survey by IWT of launches and country boats at
five inland ports, Dacca, Narayanganj, ChanApur, Barisal
and Khulna on a 24-hour basis for 7 days. Nuvbar of
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done at the major inland parts: Dacca, Narayanganj, Chandpar,
Barisal and Ehulna (see Appendix A-i11), The results of the
one-weelk survey indicate that the cargo carried by country
boats is about four times the tonnage hauled by the East
Pakistan nechanized IWT and more than that hauled by the PER
including the Indian transit traffic. Uowever, som valuable
conclusions were derived from the country boat surveys:
(1) the major inland ports receive goods from larger areas
but distribute to fewer (an average of 310 stations in-
volved on the incoming traffic and 170 on the outgoing), and
(2) incoming traffic is about twice as great as outgoing
traffic (tonnage received is always greater than tonnage
forwarded) . This indicates higher rate of consumption in
the larger centers than their levels of production and
distribution for the large rural areas. If the above con-
clusions are assumd to be a cross section of the entire
commodity flow structure of the province, then we can say
that the sort of thing is happening in the recorded IWT
cargo and QER cargo,
passengers and the weight and type of commodity were recorded
along with their origin and dtstination, Passenger in country
boats turned out to be relatively low in number. "The gross
o;4 PI43fms wt 'fle4,0PI c*Qq4 s;t 17e O UW uo ;z *>f;;
yV4.o;m .w o %et ;,noqv ze0 "04 ooC';$L own wnod "4T; "n
u~~~~a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~UqM "013LU~W~bns~ u~l 4 tISP4*tr9 P04"WZ
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t In &uobt;;rw srnt (6--v a~qel a00) AraT4)S0dso; %9G
put %nT *xt tuxtvj :e; n f;ua3.zd 6UTPUQJW0aO 'oq Oflfl 'aup
"'swzdxe aM ;0 %ti ;4nequ PuW utlsprga ;sej. Qe4 s;xodwta Ot;
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and the gauge west iof the river is different frcm that of
the east, necessitating ferrying and lots of cross handling.
The dispatching of the im:port tonnage and gathering of
the export tornnage in 1959-60 was performed through the
following distributions
Chittan
Na eport tonnage#ngehaa
Rail 43.0 6o0o
All tonnage
fWl 22.0 2.5 handled by
rWt.
Truok 35.0 i6.
Total tonnage 496,936 2,146,491
Drac4t o f lCargo
The largest tonnage handled by IW3I is in the direction
oZ Narayang44 to ChaIna via Chandpur, Barisaal and fhalna.
Jute and jute goods are taken to Chalna for export and enor-
mous amounta oz coal, coke and oil are brought fra Chalna
to 4kuLna and then up to Narayangcnj. HUge tonnage of rice
avoid duplication, a weeks couitry boat traffic was 61.121
tons. Multiplying this by 52 weeSh, a year's trattic at the
ports woald be 3,17$,000 tons, Tha size of traffic 'not
measured would include traffic between sources an4 consuMers
at other ports, inland and otherwise....and maiy amal
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also follow the same route towards north for the rice deficit
areas. The other tonnage voiume was zade of wheat from
Chalna to Khulna and Gewa wood from Sundarban to Khlispur
(fhulna) .
irectonl o RCaro
Jute constitutes the largest export tonnage. About
94% of the jute exported through Chittagong port is carried
by railway from baling centers located at Narayanganj,
Dacca, Ashuganj, Chandpur, Chittagong, Bausi, Sarisabari,
Gauripur, Santahar, Jaipurhat, Saidpur, Dinajpur, Geibanda,
Rangpur. Next railway cargo movement consists of movement
of rice from the surplus districts Dinajpur, Bogra, Rajshaht,
Khulna zand Sylhet to the rice deficit areas e.g. Faridpur,
Pabna, Dacca, Noakhali, Comilla.
East P4kistan's import is bigger than export. 39% of
imported goods are dispatched through Chittagong and 60%
of them are transported through the railway; hence the cargo
density through the railway should represent the biggest
share of the commodity flows in East Pakistan, In this
collection and distribution points and traffic between such
distribution and collection points. \dditionally only about
11,000 cargo country boats made their appearance, whereas
there are known to be over 100,000 of such boats. On the
other- hand over one half of the commodity traffic shown on
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respect the map is in a better position to explain more
than words. )bviously the section between Chittagong and
Bhaisal bazar represents the heaviest section. Next in the
intensity is the section between Narayanganj to Tongi. The
other important section is from Darsana to Santahar. This
flow line when seen in conjunction with the busiest Rhy
Station will provide with an adequate picture of commodity
flows.
(A brief remark needs to be made about the flow line
and large handling centers. Chittagong and Khulna both
include local and export-import figures. The same is true
of Darsana, Chilhati, Mogalhat with an additional factor of
Indian cross tzaific i.e. those traific originating in India
and moving across East Pakistan to Indian territory again.)
the tabulation was good stuffs and building material which
would be destined mainly for the large cefters. It is con-
cluded that the total of this traffic must be at least two
times that measured.", Transport Survey of East Pakistan,
Vol. 2,
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STATIONS IILDLING FIVE MILLION WLUNDS AN2W
*ands
chittagong (including port strand
road and ctg. station) 46,478,509
Darsana 28,694,27
Dacca-Tajgaon 12, 228,917
Xhulna t,o64,836
Narayanganj .0,04, 360
chilahati -,792, 62)
Mogulhat 7, 240,034 -
Ishurdi 7,156,112
Chandpur 5,429,172
Source: Transport survey of East Pakistan, Vol. II,
of Engineers, Dept. of the Army
Tons
1, 70737
1,054,073
449, 226
406,465
368,958
322,994
265,960
262,878
199,439
U.S. Corps
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V. ROAD INC&fREINS) ZF4AT PAISTAN
Delineation of income regions in East Pakistan is by
far the most difficult job. There is a serious lack of
data on economic aspects of East Pakistan, Data on annual
income of families or individuals is totally absent.
Under the circumstances delineating the income regions
would be largely subjective. The following assumptions
seem logical for the purpose:
(1) The larger the city the higher is the income
(2) The more urbanized a region, the higher is the
income
(5) The more industrialiaed a region, the higher is
the income
(4) The more commercialized is the agriculture, the
higher is the income
(5) The more rapid is the population increase, the
higher is the income.
Assumption No. 1 has some limitations due to its
ambiguity. It is quite reasonablq to argue that larger
cities would have higher income. Does it necessarily
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imply that the income level would fall off at the boundary
line of the city or can it be assumed that higher level ot
income moves along the area of urban influence. If city
limits are taken as the high income limits then the income
region in East Pakistan would be exceedingly small because
there are only four large cities covering only a few square
miles, A large city may have a small area while on the
other hand a small town might have large administrative
boundary. Thus the data plotted on a map might become mis-
leading. A second order city may show a larger area of
income than a first order city. Of course there will be a
difference in shade - one showing high income the other
middle income and a third one lower income.
Data plotting on assumptions 2, 3 and 5 is relatively
easier. Census data provides the rate of growth of the
total as well as the urban population on thana levels. To
find out three status values of each thanas, the figures on
each item were classified into average, above average, high
above average representing low, medium and high income
regions respectively.
The degree of industrialization is estimated by the
observing the ratio of non-agricultural employment. The
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areas having high non-agricultural activities are more in-
dustrialized, Here also data for thanas were classified
as average, above average, high above average representing
low, medium and high income regions respectively.
Determination of the degree of commercialization of
agriculture posed another problem. The agricultural census
of 1960 does provide some intormation on the acreage under
commercial crops, vegetables and fruit cultivation, But
this information is broken down only on district level.
District wide plotting of data is very misleading. District
is too big a place to uphold the precise location of com-
mercial agriculture.
Since just is the leading commercial crop, the jute
belt may be called the income belt. Elsewhere, beyond the
jute belt, the acreage for jute may be considered as an
index of comercialization of agriculture. The problem of
plotting data on the district level is encountered here
again.
A final map of income region was prepared out of the
previous four, Each subdivision was given a grade point
for scoring on income according to the four assumptions.
Score of individual subdivisions added up and the final grade
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given (5 points for high, 4 for medium and 3 for low) , The
result is contained in the Appendix and the map is prepared
on the basis of final score.
As is obvious, the map shows that high income is
limited to the big cities only and since the city data is
represented in the subdivision the entire subdivisions
containing the big cities (Dacca-Narayanganj, Chittagong
and shulna) show up as the high income regions. The jute
belt represents medium income and the rest of agricultural
areas represent low income (see Map 16),
PART-B
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VI. INTRODUCTZON
Pakistan is on the threshold of the Third Five Year
Plan, another milestone in the path of economic progress and
the march towards greater welfare, The successive five
year plans surely indicate the nation's effort to reach
the goals of progress and happiness. Howt.far the plans
have been successful in achieving the goals remains an open
question. "Today", remarks President Ayub, "we look back
on the progress made in the years ot the Second Plan and
given heart-felt thanks for Wat has been achieved and say
ardent prayers for the years ahead when the Third Plan will
be in operation and the country will be advancing into the
future with fresh hopes and aspirations," l
Pakistan's commitment to planned ecanomic development
is manifest in her successive launching of the Five Year
Plans, What is more significant to note is the strategy
that has been followed in the course of development, The
period to period change in sectoral allocation documents
the nations effort to get increasingly industrialized.
1Govt. of Pakistan; Outline of the Third Five Year Plan.
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Inspiration to such effort is gathered from the bold and
straightforward statemont of the President when he says.
"the need of the hour is to move speedily towards a pro-
gressive, technological, industrialized society, ' The
point of view is claimed to be a product of experience,
of trial and error and not a fanciful slogan, In the
beginning, Pakistan, like many other newly emancipated
Afro-Asian nations,caould not find a readymade technique for
developtment planning, ir could it apply any of the growth
theories right away. After considerable groping in the
darkness, Pakistan seems to have discovered a pursuable
path well suited to its development landscape.
The tram of reference of Pakistan's Third Five Year
Plan is her long term economic, political and social ob-
jectives, The Plan is claimed to have been tailored
according to the availability of expected resources and the
need for internal consistency. The strategy of the Third
Plan is decided upon by the lessons learned from the develop-
ment under the First and the Second Plans. The strategy is
aimed at the targets set for the next 20 years under the
perspective plan (1965-85).
tGovt. of Pakistan, Planning Comission, Outline of Third Five
Year Plan, p. WV.
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Long Term Perspective and the Strategy of the Third Pla
The Third Plan is the firat step towards achieving the
goals of the perspective plan, The explicit goals of the
perspective plzn are:
(a) A near-tripling of. the GNP from about R. 44,000
million in 1965 to about 145,0 milliom in 1985.
(b) Provision of full employrrnt to labor f orce.
(c) Parity in per capita incom between East and West
P akistar.
(d) Universal literacy.
(e) Elimination of dependence on uoreign assistance,
Considerable changes in the sectoral coMosition will
be necessary for meeting the growth targets. Sectors which
offer greater possibilities of quickly increasing their
output are planned as the lea4ing sector, Hence, manufac-
turing, mining, construction and transport sector are
emphasized. On the other hand, agriculture is expected to
grow more slowly and its share is likely to decline. The
service sector is intended to grow in line with the national
income and thus remain constant as proportion of GNP over
the period, Obviously the major exchange of share will be
from agriculture to industry and mining, The chanflng
tructure ad their sect ora composition are shown in
Tables B-1 and b-2 respectively.
The strategy .followed in the balance of paymenta is
one of heavy stress on export earning and sive import
substitution, especially of capitaL gods, The export
sector is expected to grow faster than the growth rate of
Aational £naacoe, Domestic manuzf ac ture of machinery and
equipment is intended to rise quickly ile imports of this
type is desired t) increase much more slowly,
In the epy t strategy it is expected that there
will be about 4.5 million additiozal jobs by the end of
the Third Plan. Of these about one million will be in
manufacturing section, 1, million in services, 1.35 million
in the new.y irrigated and improved agricultural land and
about 0.4 million ir rural works przogr .
One o the pronounced objectives of the perspective
plan is to emlainate regional disparity in per capita incost
and overall development of East and West Pakistan. This
implies that te rate of growth would have t. be accelerated
in East Pakistan xitle the rate in West Pakistai would be
maintained at the current level.
In the allocation strategy, the plan has folc C a
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distict development phi losophy The central bias of the
plan is contained in the prefacing statement o the vice-
cha.iaan ofthe Planning Cowuission
" In our approach to the composition of the program,
we have tried to emphasize seLectivity. aur resources,
human a4 materiA, are to magre to allow Up to
spread developaent too thin. We are, therefore, sub-
jecting our projects to the cLosest scrutiny in order
to have only those which have the highest economic
jutification in terms of our objectives. We are
concentrating on a nuMber of g0wtng points with a
view to sapreaditng developmae.t without acrificing
economic efficiency, And we are putting special em-
phasis on industry, the most dyaamic sector in )ur
economy and the one most likely to spread new techniques
ard att4iues 4hich are at the heart of the develiop)mnt
process, It is in this sector that we hope for the
decisive breakthrough. Within t industrial Me cor
itself, the major emphasis must be placed on capital
goods industries."1.
The implication of the Third Plan atrtegy foc ecozvnic
change and urkanzation i Pakistan as a whole and, more
precisely, in E ast Pakistan is discussed in the followtng
chapter.
1Tbid ., p . viii .
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% in-
road Aoca 2nd Five crease of
Govt. Private Year Plan 3rd Plan
- t kg Total Esti ated ve  a
Agicltr t IL ,Alz
te zand PowAr
Industry
rcansort and~ co.
fltysical Ulanning
and Sousing
Education
He alth
Manpower
Social Welfare
Works Program
TotAL
2140
2740
1180
2500
34000
2000
'75
I 00'
3150
300
40
165
5490
1040
1220
2500
i8000 52000
Source for Tables b - I through B-7 :
Outline of Third Five Year Plan
Planning Comaiesion
Govt. of Pakistan
116
93
92
102
53
181
133
.412
2134
108
140
100
800
25000
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ENe PtT EXPEITURE, 19
(Percentagns)
Pield of Devejopmnt
1. Agriculture
2. Industry, Puel and
Materials
3, Water and Power
4. Transport and
Communicationt
5. Physical Planning
and Housing
6. Education
7. Health
8. Manpower and social
Welfare
9. Works Program
Pre-Plan lst Plan 2nd Plan
6 7 12
16
135
22
5
35
30,
17
20
6
2
27
192
2
Nog9,
100.00
3rd Plan
29
17
17
6
1
100.00100.00
.-. OMWO
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(MILLION as.)
W. zA 0tn
Sector
£ .Agricuflture
2.Water and Peower
A .industry
4 .ueins and
Minerals
5 Transport and
Cosamnications
b.Physical Plan-
ning and Housing
7.Education
83Jearth
9.Social Welf are
£0.Kanpower
fl.Works Program
Allo-
2,230 12.5
3, d70 21.5
5,120 17.4
480 2.7
3,050 16.9
1,440
1,475
64co
110
85
1,500
8.0
8. 2
3.5
o.6
o .4
8.3
Allo- A Ia.tX
2,110 13.2 4,340 12.8
4,76o 29.9 4,630 254
1,063 10.1 4,75o 14.0
420 2.6 900 246
2,b8u 17.6 5,870 17*5
100
x,265
540
90
65
1,1oo
8.1
7.9
3.4
0.6
o,4
6.2
2,740
2,740
1,180
200
150
2,500
30
0,6
o.A
7.3
16,00 100.00 34,000 100.00TOTAL
--0
18,oo oo .00 11
108,
(Milion RS, .1964-65 Prices)
1. Agriculture
2 .Mining
3.manufacturing
(a) conswmr GcOods
(b) Intermdi ate
Products
(c) Investment Goods
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VIz. pMynz .s C1 £8e Mr £CON OF EAT PAKISTAI
In Chater in we discussed the major structural changes
in East Pakistans economy, mainly since the time of parti-
tion to the present. The changes can very well be said to
be brought about by the impact of the First and Second Five
Year Plans. In fact, the results o$ the Second Five Year
Plan is yet to be evaluated to be complete, The Third Five
Year Plan is coming into operation next year (1965-66), In
this Chapter I shall discuss the impending changes in the
economy of East Pakistan that will directly flow from the
sectoral allocation of the Third Five Year Plan.
The sectoral allocation of the Third Plan is primarily
based on the development philosophy and strategy discussed
in the previous chapter. While the total development ex-
penditure will be increased by 106%, the industrial sector
is projected to increase by 125% (see Table B-1) . This
emphasis has special implication for East Pakistan. f the
total public expenditure for industry, about 65% is allocated
for East Pakistan (see Table S-3) . Looking at East Pakistan
alone, industry accounts for 17% of the total public sector
allocation, while agriculture occupies 12%. The higher
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public investment in industry in Last Pakistan is necest-
tated by the relative paucity of enterprenurial leadership
and private capital in the province and the objective of
achteving a parity in the industrial development of the two
provinces, The changes in the sectoral allocation will have
direct bearing on the employment structure also.
On the basis of agricultural development progras , i.e,
irrigation, desalinization, relmation, fertilizing, etc.,
an additional 1.5 million jobs have been projected, Although
the agricultural extension program is not fully relevant
for East Pakistan, the province is sure to get at least half
of the projected euployment, Most of the additional employ-
ment will probably occur in the areas to be brought under
double cropping that are now being single cropped. According
to Dr. Hag a estimate, agricultural employment will rise
from 7,7 million in 1965 to 8,5 million in 1970. Zn absence
of detailed programs of agricultural development it is not
possible to estimate which division of agriculture will
generate moet of the employment opportunities .
If the targets of the Third Pain are attained, East
Dr. Rag is the author of "T he Strategy of Economic Planning; I*
a case study of Pakstan, 1963.
Pakistan will becae more than self-sufficient in the produc-
tion of food crops, The agricultural production target also
indicates that the cash crops which received little attention
in the past will experience accelerated growth in the Third
Plan. Thus agricultural proiduction will see more diversi-
fication (see Table S-7).
Increased use of improved seed, fertilizer and plant
protection, productivity will increas and this will hope-
fully increase the income of the farners,
Significant changes are likely to take place in the non-
agricultural side of the economy specially in industry and
services. A sharp acceleration in East Pakistan's industrial
activity is promised by the allocation in the industrial
sector which i 295% larger than the estimated actual invest-
ment during the Second Plan, There will be a shift of
emphasis Crom consumer goods industry to producer goods in-
dustries. The industries will include steel, heavy machinery
including agricultural and electrical machinery transport
equipent and heavy chemicals, esides the traditional manu-
factures of Jute and Cotton textiles, considerable export
potentials are indicated by fertilizer, cemnt, sugar, paper,
newsprint, leather goods and fruit processing and fisheries,
It is expected that as a result of the Third Plan
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programs, the share of industry in national product will in-
crease from 13.4% in 1965 to 16,5% in 1970. (see Table 8-5).
The major share of the increment will be born by East
Pakistan, industrial sector will grow in an inverse rela-
tionship with the agricultural sector.
Allocation for fuels and minerals has been quite sub-
stantial in the Third Plan, Supposedly, the plan period will
make the beginning of transmission and distribution of gas
for industry and general development in East Pakistan,
Special attention will be paid to the exploitation of recent
finds of coal in the province which are now in the proving
stage.
Contingent upon industrial development, East Pakistan
will experience an accelerated pace of urbanization. it is
estimated by the planning comission that the population of
East Pakistan will have a 25% urban component (against an
estimated 7% of 1965). This maan a tremendous increase in
the urban population in the province within the next 20 years
All indicationis are hat Eat Pa)ao i eteing a sAriod
of tM4 aor Iaiton An hex econogw as well as in her physical
Vro
VIII. DEVE OPlENT REQ 01S OF IA8T PAkKZPTA
East PakcstiAt, a vast agricultural plain with predom-
inant agricultural activities, Is only on the threshold of
an urban industrial economy, Its industrial heritage was
almost nil fifteen years ago, and only recently has lauched
an industrial program, At present only a few cities are
emerging as centers of urban/industrial economy and art fast
changing their charactery others are sovewhat static, a
couple of them declining. A distinct spatial struetural
pattern is yet to evolve. The process has just started and
it will not be soon when an areal view of the well detined
space structure can be had. With an exeption of the jute
belt probably the vast area of East Pakistan is on acuvwhat
isolated econoWy with low level of direct inter-regional
contact. Under the circumstances the conceptual arrangement
of the develqj-ant regioni cannot be found out readily. The
In the issue of regionalisation, Professor Frdnn holds
that although criteria of regional homOnity and inter-
dependency are relevant for planning putposes, the beat result
can be achieved when a pattern of interdependent regions is
superiaposed for analysis upon regions that are identified by
common problem they pose for economic dveopfat. Five so-
called development regions may be distinguished: (1) core
regions, (2) upward tansitional area, (3) resource frontiers,
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types of devlopentregions e the core, the upwsrd and
dowmard t masttional areas, the resoirce frontier and
special prober regions Rs may not as yet exist in Last
Pakistan in clearly defined form, In land hungry East
Pakistan, no area is unpopulated except for the deep forests
and the marshes. Aricultural frontiei* are marginal (only
the year to year upbringing of Landa for double cropping and
the now Mgb lands), no areas can be called recent settlement
as such, resosurce frontiera are nebulos, Thus characteristic
description of the regional types may not be exactly com-
patible with the typical ones as described by Professor
Friedmnn, In spite of all the shortcomings, a systematic
regionalization has to be done, Unless the different regional
problem sets are known, development strategies cannot be
determined and the policies cannot be formulated, In the
following sections I shall try to identify the regional types
in East Pakistan and provide description
for each type of region.
(4) downward transitional areas and (5) special problem areas,
Development regions siMly have closure with respect to a given
problem set, Their purpose is to help in the analysis in dpth
of tocio-economic and environmantal problems and in formula-
tion of dovelom sIt strategies at the national level. For fur-
ther discussion sees J. Friednn, A goal peyelomnt Poicy
for Develpg M.I.T. Harvard Joint Center for Urban
Studies, 1965, Cb,. III.
i18
The Core Reions
Corregions are characterized by their high potential
for further economic development. Structurally, they will
colsist of one or mr@ clustered cities, together with an
encompassing area that may be conveniently deliniated by
the extent of daily counuting ox alternatively by the dis-
tribution ot agricultural actvivties that furnish sustenance
to central urban population. s
P.recise boundary delineation of core regions following
the above criteria strictly, is not possible. There is no
information available on comWutirg; the belt of vegetable
-2armers and othe food suppliers is unkxiown - food is supplied
from far and wide places. Hwever, the concentration of in-
dustrial firms, .2Iw of goods and PeopIe and the tr4nsport
network suggest three potential core regions. They area
nacca-Narayanganj, Chittagongt~holashahar and 1(hulna-Daulatpur,.
Dacca is the povincial capita. and the subsidiary
rederal capital at the aam time, In the urban hierarchy
(which is prepared according to the size and functions per-
formed - act.penix ATf). Dacca ranks in category I, there
Iibid., Ch Ii, p. 4.
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being none else in the same category, When adjoined with the
nearby city Narayanganj (a city 10 miles southeast of Dacca),
the Dacca-Narayanganj area demonstrate predominant charAc-
teristics of a burgeoning core region, Both of them are
iportant inland ports and enjory multiple transp-ort facili
ties. (The urban hierarchy scoreboard, the volume of city-
ward migration, cormnodity flow diagram, non-agriculttrald
labor ratio, density map and the income region reap all indi-
cate that DAcca-Narayanganj and their environs constitute
the rirst order core region - if not already, it is emerging)
While Dacca is multiplying in its diversified manufacturing
and notal works industries, Narayanganj is specializing in
jute industries. The Lakhya river, on wich Narayanganj is
situated, is becoming the ttooglyI of East akistan. Another
adjunact to this care region is coming up at Tongi, a new
industrial nucleaus (of jute, cotton and pharmaceuticals)
15 miles north of Dacca and very well connected by frequent
train ar4 bus services. This upcoming auxiltary center only
bolsters the growth potential and builds up assurance for the
Calcutta Is situated on the Hoogly river, There are more
than 100 jute milla on this river which brought economic
boost to the city of Calcutta.
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sustenance of the core region.
The other readily identifiable core regions are Chittagong-
Shalasahar region and Khulna-Daulatpur region. Both of them
are sea ports and the only international sea ports of East
Pakistan. Although I0uina itself is not the sea port, it is
only 30 miles from the actual port (Chaina) and contains all
the services of the port e.g. eustoms offices, post and tele-
graph office, banks andAnsurane, shipping companies, etc,
Until now hulna has the highest growth rate of any city in
East Pakistan, Chittagong is shown to have a lower rate of
growth as compared to Dlcca and hulna (Appendix A-1); but
this Is based on an undocumented population figure for
Chittagong in 1951, A visit to the city gives the impression
of a burgeoning one, Both Thulna and Chittagong have nearby
supplementary cities equally burgeoning in newly set up in-
dustrial activities. Administratively, ?hulna and Chittagong
are divisional headquarters. Maps like internal migration,
commodity flow, intensity of traffic and income, all suggest
that next to Dacca only lhulna and Chittagong are the other
The census of population 1961 says that population figure for
chittagong in 1951 is not available, The Uousing and Settle-
ment Dept., Govt, of E, rakistan does, however, provide a
figure for 1951 which is obviouoly not reliable.
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regions with core reg±on characteristics, But the abSence of
ome specialized urban functions e.g. radio and tetevistm
station, newspaper headqarter, university and technical
education center, etc., place Chittagong and ,juina into
second order core regions, These two regions will probably
never achieve the potentiality of a First order because of
their poLitical and financial inferiority to Dacca. Dacca
being the financial and political headquarter of the pro~
vinCe will occupy the position of First order core for the
future years to come,
In the past overwhelming majority of industrial invest-
tentswere concentrated in Dacca, Chittagong and lulna.
About 3/4 of the industrial investments in the Second Plar
were spent in those areas. Similar things wil, happen in
the Third Plan., Private sector investment will also follow
the line of public sector investments i.e. of "concentration
en few growing points," (Cf. p. 105). Further investment will
take place in those places because of the gradially building
up infra-structure, readymade -ol of labor and a ready
copital market.
As a result of increased concentration of industrial
investment, major industrialization and urbanization is taiking
place in thoe areas and this trend Wil contiu. AsUa
matter of f act the Industrial devilpment a the province is
largely continent upon the development o- the core regious,
Developant activities are being focused on Dacca,
Chittagong an4 Iuna. High voltage power tranratision line
is extended irom Kaptai to Chitagong and th on
Tarayanganj area, Another line ir ~a fushtia (Ganges-
Kobadak project) is extended up to hulwna, Gas tranamission
line will be extended t Zacca only (se4 wap 4)
Dacca and Chit%*gong enjoy multiple transportation
2 acilities .,g. raiiway, waterwas, ir transport and road
transport. In this respect lahwna 4. i a din advan tage o
positixon, There is no atrport at Khnt - r.)ad link tos
tzatna with t e re t 4 the province is inadequate. £Lver
lKhalinsa lies o4 the Tot important water=3ty o the pr4vine,
One of the Xjor prbles bced by the cose egions is
that ot transportatton of goods and people to and rez
these centers, The tranportationa n*twork Look quite
adeuate; but it is the tacility that makes it worse, It
has kalready been shown in the transport section that c&ilwcy
faciilty from Chittagong is overburdened. The sam is true
sf Dacca and :hlna also. Services are extremely inadequate.
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secause of infrequent schedules trairs from Dac ,' to Chitta-
gang an back; carry more than doble the passenger copacity.
Worse is the vater transport becaUse oQ the time iwolved.
Euge amounts ox cargo (4 times the total of PEiR and IW cargo)
is wove4 by siow moving country boatS (saiting as slos as
2-3 miles pR h*ur in this super-jet age), This creates 1n-
tolerble delay in the transpot O goda assenger traffic
i1 waterways also suffer the sam sot ot problems. It some-
times takes abou. 6-8 ours to travel 0 distance o miles.
Wile air-bus and hl4icppter services are costly and un-
popular solutions, hy4rofoils have not yet bee trid.
The internal circulation is eqaaslly bad. The roads
a4 transport facilities were deaigne<d to serve sma4. 4roupa
of people livin'g close together in an environment dominated
by pedestrians and pushcarts. The physical environment
burg~ened as induatrial center alwct vernight. The
pedestrians and the pushcarts axe being taken over by buses
and trucks in the narrow roads. The result is congestion,
travel, delay and hazard,
The next in line is the monumentaL problea of houing,
sanitation ad public health services. Probably the situation
is worst in )huna. flulzna, Narayangrnj an D4cca auffer
12 ,
ro recuring attack oi cholera, a deadl~y watr borne dis-
cae. Shanty loc-litieazs a qutt ens itho t drainagean
seerae f aiitis are the tyi cal iiving ev ironmaentso
thiousanda of labrer. The~ sitatio is unmanage b'
wo10ened d Le to om platixc-administra tivc shortcomingsr
The sunicpa services dc not extend beyoxnd its bouactr,
Whiereas the re & iy extbends h beyncld that.
Supply ofI: A11., oo4 is a prime necessi t y
Oxr th grawth *f a city. Food uapply in the citier is nel-
ther :eguar aor 0nsue d, TruCk Zaing and daIryig a c
&ackin 1 o0 n present extrealy tnadae. Food coca from
a n w±4e place, Lck of Cast transpor hinder ady 
supply. £s alesut prZiCs go up ani qualty f foo~zd goe2
dw (adutra toA a)
Theze is thost Q, other ascco-conoic proablers ta
*stand~ onI the wayk 4f amcot deeomn of thei core regc
And ,in thia espect, East &akstan's core~ regon are no
difaeat 'A t thoe anyl tanstnatl~ socit ies, In additimn
to test, two 4aiing iactors atand ±n dte way f de velop-
Ment ance eions ani ic al and the ther is
adxin istrati. (') Thlere is oo) :uch low lIying L -in a
aroundthew city o Zkzuna becaue of its ln elevat*o. The
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problem is encountered in Dacca also to som extent, more so
in Narayanganj. This demands huge expenditure and effort,
Chittagong is however free frcn this handicap. (2) Develop-
sent authorities have been set up for the physical developunt
of the cities: Dacca Improvement Trust (DIT), Chittagong
Development Authority (CDA), and fhulna Developmt Authority
DA). There is no coordination between the developmnt
authorities, who usually build roads residential sections,
and the anicipalities whose function is to provide water and
sewerage lines and electricity. Their administrative juris-
diction mutually exclude each other.
It is more than obvious that unless these problems
are overcome to a considerable extent the capacity for growth
will be reduced the region will fall below its potential
level of production - growth cannot be sustained over periods
and virtual .stagnation and decay become unavoidable,
M.RotenhiLal pard Tranitiqal A~reas
By definition and description upward transitional areas
are 'alA settled regions whose natural endowments are location
relative to core regions suggest the possibility of greatly
more intensive resource use." They too are areas of heavy
1Ibid., Ch. :E1I, p. 4.
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inSigration Euch regions ha-e not  e t appeared distinctly
on the scene, If heavy immigration is a positive criterion
in identifying the region, then the 4istricts of Dacct,
Chittagoqg, and Jassore might roughly be called the upward
transitional areas because these areas are the places to
sdhich heavy migration has taken place other than cityward
migration. Until now these region* do not demonstrate the
characteristics of upward transitionaL areas, As a matter
oMZ 2acT migration to the regions have not taken place in
resj'n se to the opportunities of more regarding conmrcial
agriculture, including vegetable farming, but in demand to
equate man-land ratio,
An overlay of Map 14 on Map 3 show4s that the hole Jute
e&lt hasp received only a part of the total internal migration.
iThe areas of heaviest innigration are not quite the areas of
co mrcial agriculture. It follows that in most cases
migration has taken place in search of land frc high density
areas to relatively low density areas, Incidentally the
areas of heavy Amigration surround the core regions,
However, if upward transitional areas are a necessary
cowponent of the urban spatial economy then there is every
likelihood that parts of the districts of Dacca, Chittagong
and Jessore will emerge as the upward transitional areas in
the near future. The distrit n D cca and Chittag y
already contain two core areas. J lthough Jessore does not
have any core arei within its boundary, it lies Just a4jacent
toD the third core region Khulna, Secause of the pred-minance
o 'Low lying areas south of flrulna, it is only natural to
f£oresee urban influence to expand northward in the direction
f Jcss(>re. The upward transitional zone oriented towarsO
Dacca-Narayanganj might extend as far south as Chandpur Which
Is xinkod with frequent transport faci) ties with Dacea-
Naryanrganj. The zone for Chittagong might extend up to
Fori in Noakhali district and Comillatown in Comilla
district, again becatuse of regular trucking facilities. The
trend is already on the got Dacce-Narayanganj area receives
fish and milk from Chandpur and other southern regions while
it is supplied by fresh vegetables from the northern and
western parts of the district. Chittagong receives vege-
tables and fruits from Comilla in addition to the supply from
the hilly area in its vicinity. The daily supply line of
fhalna is however obscure, Nevertheless, the foreseen upward
transitional area which is projected to extend more or less
along the transportation lines is not unreasonabl*,
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consumer. As a result, the producer gets lower prices, the
consumar pays higher.
Usnce the prtblem of devexopnt is primarily that of
dissemination of information o macrket demand and efficient
production methods into those regions. 3n the part of the
producer, insight and leadership will be required to intro-
duce new ite of production through new techniques, suiting
the consumer demand in the core regions., Fast, freqnt
and flexble systems of transportation with the core regions
arLte a key note to the development oC the upward transitional
are a,
Conflicts in land use would probably be inevitable; the
question would be whether to give zmre land to j ute or to
vegetable tsaing aind dairying, Moreover correct knowledge
about the resource combination will be of vital importance.
Miscalculation in this .spect will lead to economic loss
Being close to the core regions, upward transitional
areas will have a tendency to lose ropulation, especially
the young generation, to the cokre, provenent in e ployment
opportunities and livability including housing and c'murmty
facilities will be other pre-requisites.
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A5lclt l wont lo
Vast agricultural areas lying beyond the potential up-
ward transitional areas may be called agricultural develop-
suent regions. The areas are old established settlement
regions whose traditionally rural economies are more or
less stagnant and which have very marginal prospect of. future
structural changes. From time to tim they furnish the bulk
of surplus labor to the points of concentrated development
i.e. the core regions, but *e deprived of share of economic
development generated in the core regions. In demographic,
socio-economic and physical characteristics they stand in
sharp contrast with the upcomng urban world,
With a partial exception of Sylhet, parts of Mymn-
singh and parts of Dinajpur, the rest of rural East Pakistan
is characteried by semi-subsistence farming, share cropping,
low productivity per unit of labor and land, low rate of
capitalisation, tragmentation of land holding, etc. The
areas suffer from primitive agricultural practices and there
is a cemplete lack of response to the shifts in market demand
even in the areas which are close to the urban market, High
agricultural density and high dependency ratios are other
characteristics of a large part of rural East Pakistan,
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Tradition bound ocalism, totalism and apathy are inherent
in the outlook of the rural folh Ws
The area left after delineating the core regions and
the upward tranittional area is considered for identifying
the agricultural development regions. Two principal criteria
were used to delineate the agricultural development regions:
(1) Areas of heavy outmigration and (2) Areas of potential
outmigratio-n, this involved the study of high density areas
and h4gh dependency areas. When high density coincided with
high dependency, the areas were adjudged to be those of
potential migration. Areas of potential migration along
with the areas of outmigration ae then cordined to represent
the agricultural development regions. Thus some areas
(comilla district, Noakhali district and parts of Rymezsingh),
though represent low dependency rate in 1961 census, are
included in the agricultural development tone because of the
fact that they have already experienced heavy outmigration
in the previous decade. In fact the low dependency may be
explained in the light of outmigration in the previous decade.
Parts of Taridpnr and Barisal district are still areas o
potential outmigration in spite of their migration in the
previous decade, hence these areas are included in the
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agricultural depnent areas. Cthers are ne areas t p-
ential migration, which had not erwerienced considecable
migration in the previous decade btre now postng the
treat, These include parts of na, Uoqra 11anpur dx
Dinajpur districts in the northern ivision of the provine
which general area is v 4 o any core region or upward
transitional area. StilV another region is peculiar in nature
showing stagnant characteristics, This area, mostly in the
Sylhet dietrict, is & zr xt core aas yet recetved mgrts
in the las d. aCV.nd demonstrating synapom o
ruture outigratin, The zonte iS relatveLy small ard the
problem does ,Nt seem t be o: uniangeable magnitud
The m baSi problem of he region is that ot obso-
lescence in the technique of production and overpopultion.
*ere ovrpopultion meano high agricultura density{ high man-
land ratio a consquen high surplu labo r, Earx'rs here
are conservative ignorant - faxmin; is traditional and
there is a trexendozs lack of knowege in fertilizer uwe and
modern cultura practices Landholng is extrerely frag-
uentary . As a result oItpwt er uit oila.or and land in
much below optimum, Law of diminishing return is in action.
While income from the land is law, subsidiary sources of
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inACome; have disappe aed. In the pre-partition days, cottage
industries (WrAaving, pottery, blackeaitbing, handiczalta,
etc.) used to be a major source o .fCW m ot the farmers as
weil as of their wives and children but with the introduc-
tion o machine production, cottage industries oif rural East
pakistan died. tFarmvners are deprived f a major source of
sbsidiary in~o4e. The loss ou the Zarznra has not yet been
replaced,
Jchool tacilities in "the ru4:al areas are surely in-
adequate and comunity facilities a conspicuusl absent,
There is no banking or loan faciLities, no cooperatives.
The existiag agricultura. developmwent agencies are manifest-
ly inadequate and ine12icient, The progran o transportation
and comnication is monumentl, Because of poor transpoA
tation and coAenuicaion ieci.lities, the farmrs are left
in isolation. The rural mass is not yet touched by modern
science, technology and philosophy. Their econony is only
indirectly integrated, it at all, with the national economy
and thus they a re in the back Vatezs of socio-economic
developmtent.
Agricultural adjustments, social-structural changes and
economic integration are the key points of attack for the
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development of the agricultural development regions. All the
three points of attack are equally essential for the overall
development of the region. Success in the development
effort is obviously contingent upon a comprehensive approach,
_esou cronte Regions
"Resource frontiers come into existence with the di-
covery of a major natural resource or resource compl*x and
a commitment on the part of a private firm or the government
to exploit the connarcial opportunities which it presents."
The resource referred to here is such minerals as iron ore,
uranium, gold, diamond, copper, beauxite, manganese or
petroleum, Discovery of such resources have played dominant
roles in the history of economic development of many nations
such as the U.S., Canada, the U.S.S.R., Australia, Brazil,
China, etc. But up till now East Pakistan has not had the
fortune of such resource frontiers.
However, the discovery of gas field in the Sythet dis-
trict has initiated som investment: a fertilizer factory at
Fenchuganj has been started to make use of the resource,
This is an isolated attempt and as such does not have any
significant impact on the region, However, if this nucleus
fertilizer factory develops into a complex of other petro-
-bI., p0 .- 
1lbid,$ p. 25.
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chemical industry, then the spot may show up some charac-
teristics of a resource frontier region. The development of
this area will be contingent upon govermient decisions,
Private enterprenners will not be attracted to the spot
because of Its remoteness from the urban market as well as
the uncertainity of the resource base. For the sam reason
government authority also cannot be expected to be very
enthusiastic about the spot* It is true that the development
of the frontier region has to be focussed on a city. But
can a sity building project be undertaken without making
sure the presence of large scale and economically attractive
natural resources? Such basic questions is likely to with-
hold the development of the resource frontier of such scale
and character as is present in the Sylhet region.
The other area with a little better prospect is the
Chittagong Hill tracts where there is a vast forest re-
source. Basing on th~s resource a large paper mill has been
established. This has seen the emergence of a little town-
ship, But that is about all - no further developmnt has
taken place in the spot. A multi-purpose dam has been com-
pleted in the same general area (>Q miles from the paper
mill) . Huge numbers of male laborers were required at the
tme f4 tuiling at that time it had aho ti.he chaacter-
±stics of a resotrce irontiec region: booming with activity,
high wges, hig Cost of living, high mXAl ratio in the
plton, co>ntst in social ife. The growth was nt
s~ielft- suetaining. After the prject was oer nothing coald
ho- the l rer 1ack thee .eowever, the paper mil sitc
is in betten aoition in ta it has some degree oC selt
sustenance pro4vidin employaent t a cnsiderable number o
laborers Butunss some otaor econrd ;ctivity reCated
t.o the forest ba is thrust there, momentum for g
futhr ro4 wiLl o t be ttbtained. The res urce base in
this regio (i>rst) is not so lu cative as &o attract
vate enterprenriaws to t aAico re extent PubLic
inetmenth~l i the 4aSt hope
Stecial Proble& Raq~on
Ea~st Pastan's spci& probblez areas are thosa which
pQO :pecuflr dIyeelpment problems. It ansists o the
coastal. areas and the bay ilar4s. 2lthough the regi0 Is
4ot COnti Is, the Cozn problems 0. the islands and the
coast btnd them together in a particular type of development
region. Because of thci low elevatin the region is subject
to frequent tidal bores, and severe lashes of cyclone. In
136,
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the sevre instances, which occurred twice in the last fiv
yeas, 30-50 Thousand peopl died each tme. The basic
issue involved in the develop nent of these regions is that
security of4i and property. Protecting the if i
the people of this region is a seriQous challenge to the
government. Transportation diiFiculty to and from the
region is the mnumnita problem wich has kept this
isolated from lthe ainland. Because of sbalow depth and
")ntinuous ri"ver deposit, comnication is dif'icult with
the islnds )F the :ainland s and2 southeastof Baris.al
Routing; of the islands south 3f Noad4ai, including tatiye,
Ramgati, S ndwp, involves conaiderable distance in addition
to the danger o bore and cyclones . Rcky bott-Ams
off the southeast coast, northwest o Cox's bazar, enaces.
mrechanized water transport, A$ a result coimmunication to
these islands is limited to county boats only. Fo: about
six months, specially during the norwesters and the cyclone,
very little Commu=nicati.n is pocssible. From the admrinistra
rive and political standpoint also, these areas are special
problem areas, Due to the transport difficulty administra-
tive and political contact with the region is at a Low level.
Specially after catastrophic tloods and severe cyclones,
brigingLie a d t te1e e has been atcrmely
dificult.
She re nioLn is n ce.4en4 tishing rcegon and
CfSutu a immenle, nohing has yet beent 40n
iwt deelp the rejion as an intensive tishingi areG4 Fishing
equpnt (bat ai ntj )AE prizitive , ae
dceep sea fi1ng is utrtied. ;beence 4 po;wered tiehing
bota ts a Lack of rezrierating tacilites has iept the
ctUche much bel. the optimum Mleve.l. Unjust terms of
trade f Lhe fisherm with the export aerichanits has kep t
them zt a very lcw CIncome level.
Due to regioal isolatioa there is poor sense of
citizenship and ntioal benne. atalism and sanse
of rejetess prev4ils. Young generation aoth educated
An4 uneducated are tondag out leaving the Late ot che region
in the hands .Z conservative, old generation. In spite ot
the potenttl asaets, the hen has become a iilAIity
£ or the naton4
Thu gahout the preceding chapters I have tried tu pro-
vide a mor - zess aystematic deacaiption ot the regional
charactcristics of East pakistan, the spatial arrangement of
her2 eCconom Ztua, Ln enealt wayj, theegibe4 msA andt prospects
o-2 diterm- veg9ons in the 4otal S fa al y stem.Th
su cn bc44laed as a e n a
raher ~ thiS isP- :ko t4e orzaton cth
planer toard th guralprolem as and. thereby
xnducn the fo pann the ecoomi grwtif h dif
solve the, pbl of 4egona bouariea wicLh Is 4a, cessity
fothe regona piwr ~ otacuir an~.t~SL undrs an ot th
lizatiZ4 is tullyundetood, the dvometh staeqiyA
goal~s .L regiona & rlain cant bE full2y visuaJliZed.
Au id r te previous chapte, the core egton
hAve ' thermaximum prope s o 2devopjment. Next in Une o f
de40velopet iare' Lhe Up taiiol eaz Whic are
lkely co the orbit of te netQrpolitan economise
-L the near future. Bu4- the vat areas which hasve beez
te±rmed as thedevopnt areas, have vcry
g4lomy uture. lmost as a rule o sjpatia economic aysteo
"
4 the gtconomi~c performance of downward-trxansitional areas ±0
iza.a v.Lcijis cl& C
t4~ ~ 4j~is.t~ts . sw O t ivi fl axi
4,1axz :ewtua asvu tortc "e .. prnt v
~~st.~ Ile i4n A, aaa .& I a
th4 One sh Aiat ihc~4 tt.' e
e..a.~4±f4 W~iz, Itc aa Ia 6 c e dJnscial *a c to z icavi so
lit TZ ~$4 Ja..ZA(0 4.(La tAa. 4o., raviU4L h ~atens
(~~~.Wt~4IV 4&4 0A Stagnte )Jj8Z at Z44.' th Q>lW4 'the 4co= -
Ni fr0 41, .61 -4 t- ----- NA 000 1~ Uko£Z &. t4
lli~ wj * che P* 36o hl i9 ci ott a
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region and thus of the national economy. On the other side
of the problem, continued deprivation of the downward-
transitional area might result in social unrest or else there
may be a deadlock in the supply channel to the core because
of the paralytic condition in the downward-transitional area
created by continued neglect and desertsnt,. In the face of
such regional imbalances, socio-economic growth is seriously
at stake.
The implication of an imbalanced spatial economic system
is no less serious in Pakistan than it is for any other
society in transition, Balanced economic growth may have
some special emphasis for Pakistan since economic growth and
social-welfare are the two declared promises in the type of
experimental democracy now being tried in the country. It
is accepted that economic development and social welfare
both cannot be achieved without a well-balanced spatial-
integration of economic activities. Regarding the achievement
of a dual-goal, the optimality oz' the present pattern or any
other future system is almost impossible to calculate, yet
the inequitable social welfare effects i.e. the growing dis-
parity between the urban and the rural sectors and the fore-
seeable disparity between the regions, alone is enough to
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warrant regional planning efforts in East Pakistan. This is
an emotional statement however, From strictly economic
point of view also regional planning is a need of the day.
Pakistan is striving towards acbieving a high rate of
national economic growth and maintain it for the hundreds of
millions of future citizens, As is observed elsewhere in
the transitional societies, economic development, especially
from an agrarian stage to urban or semi-urban stage, in-
evitably alters the structure of the economy as well as the
spatial arrangement of the economic activities. Optimal
space arrangement of population, industrial and agricultural
production, basic services and trnsport-conrunication systems
cannot be left to take its shape out of inter-regional coa-
petition alone, A4Justzents and rearrangements in the system
become inevitable,
Thus, the iplied goals for the regional planner under
the framSwork of socto-economic objectives of Pakistan, is
to achieve such a system of spatial structure that will
generate fast and efficient economic growth, at the same time
bring about social upliftment.
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IX. AN APPRO CU ' REGZONL DEVEL)P$ENT
To bring national goals of socio-economic growth down
to the ground, it is essential to plan for the socio-
economic growth of the different regions. In this Chapter
I shall provide some guide lines for planning regional
economic growth in East Pakistan, Since regions do not
grow in isolation, a comprehensive approach should be the
essential element of the regional development plan,
Problems and prospects of each region is so intricately
linked with those of the other that only a comprehensive
strategy will be able to tackle them, This implies that
some policies would have to be of inter-regional concern,
others would be focused on the specific problems of indir
vidual regions, In fact ,the trans-regional policy lines
will guide the formulation of programs and projects of each
region.
Iater-regional Aproach
An approach towards regional development should be based
on a complete realization of the process of regional develop-
ment - how economic growth is generated in one area and is
transmitted over to other parts of the nation. Although very
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little is known about the influence that spatial pattern of
activities has upon national growth, this much can be said
that regional growth is externally induced and is continu-
ously subject to external influences. The economic perfor-
mance of the smaller regional units are influenced by the
arrangement of the larger units, the larger units are in-
fluenced by even larger external world, Regional inter-
dependence is a characteriptic of the matured industrial
societies and such interdependence is achieved through
regional openness. Therefore, the first policy variable to,
consider is to create openness in the regions,
It is implied in the above discussion that regional
,openness occurs at different scales, First of all comes the
issue of openness of East Pakistan itself as a region. In
this connection, the most fundmental policy to persue is
to strengthen the export sector of East Pakistan. The
selection of export items shall have to be based on the world
market demand and only those items should be picked up for
export production for which East Pakistan could be given a
competitive advantage. Next, interwing trade (trade between
East and West Pakistan) should be increased beyond the
present level, Soth ot these goals are contained in the
objectives of the perspective plan but unless positive steps
are taken the objectives will remain in the shelves of the
Planning floard, To create a regional openness for East
Pakistan as a region, transportation and comnunication to
and from the province should be increased both in an inter-
national and an interwing scale. The airport at Dacca and
the sea pirts at Chittagong and Khulna should be expanded
and the iink of the province with its counterpart and with
the rest of the world should be increased. In the inter-
national air route East Pakis tan is connected with only
Calcutta and 1athmandu (Nepal) at present. This is mani-
festly a poor link in the international context, The
province should have direct air link with the countries
with which it has major trade link. Road transportation
with :ndia should be facilitated and some arrangement should
be made for transit traffic through India between East and
West Pakistan; or else much faster, cheaper, and frequent
sea-borne traffic between the provinces should be ensured.
Next in line is the consideration of openness of the
sub-regions within t4he Last Pakistaa region This can occur
through specialization of production - each individual
region's leading econic sector shall have to be export
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oriented in the inter-regional context and the regional con-
munities will thus survive by " taking each others washings*.
Aegional specialization of production will be discussed in
the sections devoted to each region,
Regional development is contingent 'upon an investment
process either private or public, In a country like
Pakistan where private investment is shy, government has to
take the initiative, In fact, private investment has closely
follawed public investment in the past and this will h appen
in the impending future also. Therefore, government has to
take the pioneering role in regional investments, Once
the direction is provided, private investments will follow,
When tw investment tempo is created, people will assume
greater risks and the investment spectrum wild. get wider and
wider, Such regional strategy of development is completely
different from sectQral str ategy and the government should
take careful note of this, The sectoral allocations of the
Third Plan have to be broken down to spatial allocation and
pinned down to the regions of relevance,
A third gactor if regional development is increased
cjeographic mobility,. Higb population growth rate in land
hunrty East Pakistan will increase man-land ratio. Ultimately
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a time will com4w when, to equate man-land ratio or to
adjust unequal economic impart, =as migration will take
place in an Inter-regional scale. Such, a migration is
healthy and desirable. As Professor rriedann puts it
"Expres sed as the search for economic opportunities in geo-
graphic space, moblity is a condition of continued economic
expansion and tedhnical progress . . .. needed is not only greater
movement from farm to cities, but also increased intra-urban
and rural-ruraL migration. But the migJration should be of
right proportionan in right direction, in this respect
governannt should play positive role providing information
about the migrattion targets and imaiing axzangements to
ccowAdte the migrants in their new environment. Timely
regrouping of population will save extra cost and misery.
Modern techniques of production is dynamic and is based
on continuous research which provides new kr4owledge on
factors of production (minimization of coat,, maximization of
output), From this standpoint scientific and technical
research is a pre-requisite for regional growth. Without
vigorous research, ianuweabte local intlegenous resources
wll remain unused, various items of production will remain
uncxplored. tiported technology and knowledge cannot always
1bid, Ch. 5, P. 5.
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be applicable to local problems In this respect the loca
universities and technical institutions should assume the
major responsibility and comit themselves to the problems
of resource use. The government's role will be to expand
technical education and research facilities, patronize
technical educatIon and skill and reward the local talents.
Without continuous research of pragAtic nature, the pro-
ductive sector will not achieve its inner::dynamism. Out
dated resource coxbination and tactors of production will
result in below optimal level of production and ultimaitely
the economy will cone to a paralytic stage.
Increased circulation of 7ncw4ledge and ideas is still
another precondition of regional development, In rural
East Pakistan people are illiterate, conservative, tradition
bound and fatalistic - they know little about the world and
are ignorant about the modern values, Unless drive, iniative
and sense of participation for self-dev*lopmnt comes from
the people, regional development will take place at a very
slow pace. Every attempt should be made to arouse the mass
of people, break their locaiss, educate them with modern
values, show them the blessings of civilisation and make them
conscious about their self-development. A spirit of self-help
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has to be inculcated in every mind. A massive program should
be taken up for mass education through schools, comunity
centers, radio and television, public speeches and symposia,
etc. Public servants and intellectuals and teachers have
equal responsibility in this matter of public education 'and
dissemination of kncwledge, Once the people are taught the
virtue of improved life and the way to achieve it, they will
run after it.
Regional, Approacheo
In this section I $hall discuss the development task
in each region, We have seen that the individual regions
have their own sets of development problems; to solve the
probleus complexes on regional sceles, an integration of the
individual sector programs has to be achieved. This is
where regional approach towards development differs from
sectoral planning.
Lore Regions
As long as we are concemned with economic development,
we have to commit oweelves with the future of the core
region* because core regions play the most vital role in
the industrial growth of a country, National economic
developmnt is to a large extent the development of core
In the conitext ol Est Pa'istan the rimary need
Is to get a temp) f growth wdecway in the core regions and
tsuseqaently .bing the reg4ions t a pointi of ensured sus-
te nance.a
pr t the c developenvt, thce regions shulad
gjet the prio rity b;ca.,uSe the evligsaeeooywill be
orgs~anized thraugh thie core regins., ocation decisin ot
indus trial fics in mos cases are ede with reference to
urban/ core regC4AFs ~ . areover., masureentsa regarding; the
SuPly schedulets f labor, raw naerziala,'power 4ad tran -
portation is taken with respect tohec re regions which
are easily ±dentifiale sub-systemas in the space ecnomy.
There .s zan dvatage i startIng With the core regions in
the develpntn sequence that the future grswth of the core
regions Is predtctable through the stavtement o the national
growth parameters,
The strategy for the deveiop~ment of core regions shtuld
priarly-'be directed towards alimiuation of the major
"strangul fton pao i s" in their erorimnice.
The first tak is to outaLne a program in utilities,
Ibid., 5, P. 1<,
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transport, communcation, housng, £ndustrial estates,
educ An, heaith and other acilities require4 o Sustara
the projected &*e.a o4; demographic and econoAic growth.
4n accordingly 4 regional capital budget should be adopted
and this should e part of the natonal budget.
a Uns and prograns tor naionai support o", coe regions
must be foruated 2or the entire projected proble area,
pxeSent here are deve$logent authoritiea for Dacca,
KhUlA and Chittagong, but thei Jurisdiction is undefined
ani hey ctea com= in clash with the othec agencies for
developm4ent a ,g. the mu.niciaity, the communication and
building depatLnt, water id power deptat*nt, hwal th and
aitaton deprtmaent, etc. The core region develsopm~at
a4u4tOritie* shold be made aupreme over the region or eals
mau coodination~ among the various developmni4 agenc±
has to be ensured.
The projects under the core region coapital budget has
to be evaluattd to see theis functional cionsitency and
rutual support. This way be donew through testing two sets
C maps aainst one auther . The X Irst set should include
a series ox" maps showing the dir4ction ot the core regionis
expecztred popuatin growth, its eacnoic activity areas and
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residential sectors, its present and projected traffic flow
and its straneulated Spots. The other set should show the
proposed investment proJects, their lotation and relation-
ztips. These two se ts of mrps shouLd then be matched against
ore another to gee if the existing and proposed activity
.cations are mutually pporting in their functional aspects.
The adjusted final map may then be tested with urban-design
criteria. Performance characteristics of alternative re-
gional f orms shou be tried f or their overall efficiency
regarding internal circulation, flexibility in respect of
future growti, as well as their aesthetic and visual quality.
The final" may will then be a broaid zo-na 'map and all land
uses mu'st confor to it,
Although the enestion of optimal regional size is a
vexing one, sone attention should be paid to the issue. To
have an enormous city of the westert standard seem to be an
allurement for the developifg nations including Pakistan,
But is L big city w#orth its cost? We can obtain fairly well
estimates of urbaniz-ation cost (urban investment and ser-
vices) including the social cost e,.g. traffic congestion,
noise, personal or ±npersonal relationlhips, etc. which can
be had fror the western experience. But can the social
benefits be estimated? The western urban civilization
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probably has no Aawer to t yet.
However, tis abould always be( kep inx rdad that
efficiency crit e4IrUa 1*hobuld bec the yrti size, Aze
shoud abys depend on servi.cabiity. IS wc want tos have
& b4g city we mst ensure i.ts service xequirementa aihead of
if tconom.cZ plnning an'hia4lann is to; be
tinto A r l4 synthesis, development economists,
city plnesadurban desgneD st or in 4 harmoniouas
A this s needed Ci< an efficient
deveopmeant o4 the core reions,
Thro)ughouht tie strategy for coxt region developrunt X
an to emphaesize the develoment of one csxe region or
th a other r C Th assumption hexe is tha inter-regionai
balan"ce and an hierarchical system of cities are essentia
c:nditions fornional develop entI To suit Che Pe-
Spective Pan (1964-85), a single national center and strong
periperal subcentezs, is what I am ing at for the even
tuil spatial razation of E Pakisan. (AsouBption
here is that the first stage toad s solution during the
ei industrial maturatia, atrategic subcenters are
Ibid., Ch. II, p. 24.
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devetloped, thereby reducing Ue periphery on alntjonlj cale
to small.er mtore anageable ntcrmietropolit anieihei
hypertroph)~y of nion cente:: is avoi&e while iwportant
reasources fromi the peribhery arc brotght tothe >rduti.ve
cycle oz the nationa ecynomy, gr h tenta o t
natit is enhanced. The cho..ce of the strog nationa 
centerY obviouly goes to Dacca- Narayanaqn aea, the pro-
vinci.Cl capital a the potental;c rc ;ion of fIrst order
tn thc province. Chittagng and .auna s in tended t: grow
at ;a er peiod a strt.egic oubconter around which upward
transtona l . areas and agricul tr& f deveopment regionb IC
considerable dmension. would be oranized and thus the space
economy; )f the pVi4nce will proceed towards progressiv
tntegra tion.
n the Paediate tfutuce, covering the Third and rourth
Plan perids, developrent efforts should be focused On
Dacca-MarayngInj area. Fr a quick payoff and fast ec-r
omlic growth, in4ustrial investcnts should be concentrte
at Dacca-NtrayanJ area. With ot end in view, Dacca-
V.arayanganj are znhuld e made preparcd t- accomo date the
projected level of economic activities. This mteans that
lbidO Ch. II, p. 22.
%X I Ch,z~ Ic evcIc acxjts s>Co' ty:CIw
-1& wit ar
---c- or, t prs-t 2;16 Lex L~orssYI eccok
!, as~-e r SL - aW -*pre*at " huz tie
>stvtyeCo fcar th.e tizme btA--dit sictclrle. should
J, tx-e r beva~~dvhic ec~jc tivitieo in the
tht later i& ):h>i aedv '' ,Ch~ 4 42
Im. t~t -vc t%- be a ~~~-~o s savt~ tazategic
ettce~ :~s4  4 t~ttini ac cestc ra wll I need 4ddi A-own I
i.idustri. invest-nie c,.ts a- d *eI~ concomit-rza vrL."t in
t,.f ra-tzuctire, Sct r de v 2 uc;at Lywi2 rn
-fat O eeir ioe t i a>~ tbLc ip4cva;, aadtV, tAUzie
ptth for uartlex sustean sce "I' Wts wI b
1-6.
grtuttraL Deveoent Region
In attacking the prolems of agricultur'fl dev&. xrnt
region, Friedmann's approach which he suggeted for the Iw-
ward transitional aes, seems appicable. The appoac is
two dimensmional! (1) thne reasures which must be primarily
takten outside the region, 2) thos measures ich would
focus on the tnternal stxrture of the region. This t rategy
basically involves a regrouping of pprultion and adjusting
the resource cormbixnation, opulation regrouping Till2 be
specially difficult in the northern division of the prOvince
because of physiral remoteness from thn e potential core
regions and absence oany rpontentie core regia.,n In the
division itself. Transport barrier rosed bytbe nigjhty rivers
Jamuna 'and canges render remote possbility of integrating
the region with the core regions o the south and southeast,
Whereas outmi.rast.Ion from themorthern region will be in-
evitable in the acutest stage of the pr)bem, the enrmous$
supply of surplus la bor will find its i-ay to the potential
core regions makin then unmnaeab jvelrburdened with the
f lood of new job seekers, Under the Oreseeable circust ances
a qrowth pole in the northern divtiri seems arenonably
sugtestiton. Ti ly initiation f a growth pole in. the .r-egion
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will surely save cost, effort and miseries of millions, The
core region will stand as a major pole of internal migration
and create an upward transitional area of its own, Re-
grouping of population will thus be facilitated, In this
connection studies of location of the new core regions and
migratory direction will be of prim necessity.
However there is a long term risk involved. As is
obvious, the core regions will have a tendency to exhaust
the agricultural development area of its resources: capital
and man-power, Unless there are sone provisions of checks,
the agricultural development regions will face decay on the
one hand and on the other hand the cores will reach the
strangulation point in its capacity to absorb the migrants or
provide them with services. In this issue Professor Fried-
mann's suggestions seem to be less expensive and a feasible
solution: that is, of identifying intermediate sized urban
centers which appear to have relatively h4gh capacity for
growth which may be activated as subsidiary *growth points'
having smaller areas of influence., Fortunately such centers
do exist already in the agricultural development region areas.
They have past growth experiences and also future prospects
of growth but no prospects of becoming core regions of the
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first or second order. To mention aie of thema Rangpur,
Dinajpur, Sirajganj, Pabna and Sogra in the northern division
and Faridpur, Chandpur, Barisal and Jessore in the soutbern
region, and Rysensingh, Sylhet, Comilla and ha4tal basar in
the central and northeastern rqgion., The function of these
third or fourth order *core regions' will be "to provide
essential central services to the areas surrounding them as
well as additional eMloyment in light processing and labor
intensive manufacturing plants, to focus upon themselves a
network of local, regional and inter-regional roads to serve
as major market and distributing centers with adequate
storage and warehousing facilities and to draw a population
from surrounding rural areas as a secondary target of
igration*,. Such towns in East Pakistan as mentioned above
have at present school and banking facilities to a con-
siderable extent but health facilities to a limited extent*
Above all they are in serious lack of cooperatives and ware-
house f acilities. What is more wanted is a complete network
of integrated transportation system starting from the lowest
in the hierarchy i.e. roads from farms to market, to the inter-
regional s.ale. The whole transportation network should pro-
vide linkage of the rural areas to the lower order cores,
b id.*S , p 4L44
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in the regional economy and finally to the first and second
order core regions.
in respect of resource use in the agricultural develop-
meant region, a great deal has to be done. Agricultural
practices have to be Improved and the prosperity of the
agricultural sector has to be ensured. Agricultural develop-
ment is esential for two reasons besides that for with-
holding surplus rural labor, The reasons are: (1) accelerated
industrial growth will depend largely on increased supply of
agricultural raw materials and (2) unless agriculture is
developed and the real income of the farmars is raised, the
demand for industrial products will not increase,
To raise the real income of the farmers, output of
individual farmers has to be raised. There is a great
opportunity to develop the agricultural resources of East
Pakistan. At present only 15-25% of the total crop lands
are being double cropped and the crop yield can be increaaed
by as much as 100% (C . P ). The need berelds to subsidize
development activities e.g. use of coenrcial fertilizer,
good seed, chemical past control, and improved cultural
practices. Private sector can hardly be expected to com
forward in tbit respect and hence major responsibility will
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be of the governnent at least for the near future.
For maintaining a regular flow of production and also
for influencing the attitude of the farmer towards modern
agticultural practices, organizational and isttutional
framework for agricultural developmat has to be stnrngthened,
Land, labor, finance and other 'inputs' should be so
utilized that the and result of production is in line with
the urban market demand and at the sam time touches the
Plan objective of the country. Unless policies and invest-
ments are directed towards bringing about most needed
cropping pattern and resource use, the region will not be
able to maximize its total contribution to the urban economy
as well as to the general econow t,
Resource Frostier fteqion
Zast Pakistan'a resource frontier is weak in character
and endowments, As a rule development of resource frontier
is based on a city newly activated in the region. It the
government decides to exploit ihntever resources are there
in an optimal way, it probably has to activate a city base
in the regions,. But the problem of sustenance eNeua up
challengingly. The government has to take serious note of
the fact that the resource base is not diversified in these
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regions which negates growth sustainability in the resource
frontier regions4 Vigorous survey, investigation and re-
search should be conducted to enrich and diversify the
resource base, Related with this, there are other isstuas
to consider- integration of the resource base with the
nationa or provincial economy, response to world market
conditionas, etc. Size o1 the settlements and the scale of
external oconoaies are other variables to consider, Basing
on all these factors, if decision is taken to exploit the
forest resources of Chittagong area in an optimal way, new
location advantages have to be injected into the region
such that the region offers a caMpetitive advantage over the
other forest region sundarban which has the similar basic
resource but surely less inhabItable. Competitive advantages
are not always given in nature, they are created by human
effort in the way of new transport and routing of materials,
new transport rate structure, etc,, new items of production,
etc. These again are contingent apoln investigation and
research. in this respect the government should take initi-
ative and provide road and transport facilities, tax holidays
to enterprenners and subsidy to the migrants, rinally, a
minimum city aise has to be determined and a proportionate
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infra-structure has to be provided. Without a habitable
environment human settlement is impossible, It is the
artificial physical environment and uxban institutions that
must be created before the major enterprise of resource
exploitation can seriously get under way. 1
A cowrebensive development program may be undertaken
to take advantage of the hydro-Celectric project (multi-purpose)
which exists in the same region. Maintaining the ecological
balance of the region is a critical point to be warned about,
Still another issue of serious political nature has to
be kept in mind - the fate and future of the Chalcmas, the
Moghs and the Mocroongs, the tribal natives of the Chittagoang
Hill tracts. Since they are isolated minorities, their wel-
fare and upliftment lies cozpletely in the hands of the
government. Therefore any comprehensiv* plan for the develop-
ment of the forest resources should also incorporate the
development program of the tribal people,
sCal2. PrtXvLe RS94Qra
An approach towards the developent of the special problem
regions of East Pakistan enconpasses (1) physical development
and (2) organisational development. Physical development
Ibid., Ch. 5, p. 26.
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iplies primar iy the protection of the region and its pcoples
Lives and property against the tidal bores and cyclonAe
storms. Massive program should be taken to carry out research
in hydraulic engineering for finding the zuot efficient ways
a embank'mnt against tidal bores. rehitectural and
structural engineering research should be directed towards
finding out such types of houses that are most suitable tr
the cliate and the natural features of the region,
Serious attention should be paid towards the iqmprovement
of transportation 4d couwnication to and from the region.
F ast and frequent mass transportation service should be
ensured round the year for the movement of goods, people
and of emergency aid in case ot natural calamities, Ma5s
shelter facilities should be provided On the islands tor
emrgencies during tidal bore or cyclone.
Organizationa dsvelopment should include training and
education of the fisherman, provision of modern fishing
equipment and dissemination of information on the prospects
of fishing areas. The fisherma should be kept informed
uptodately on the market demand and prospects and finally
storaje, maarketizg and shipping facilities have to be provided.
Pi\curate and uptodate seteorologic information is of
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inene importance to both the fisheran and other irhabi-
tants >f the region, Weather bureau should have lojca Offices
in each island and the latest weather information and warnings
should be reached to ewry house in the villages so that they
can prepare themselves against the ensuing danger. The
villagers should be taught self-help and first-aid tecbniquws,
As for the eco nomic growth of the region zbo huld be
helped to specialize in proAuction, ?arine fishery should
most logically be Jhe field of specialization, a fro
areas of central services, these areaa ould need some central
service facilities *.g. banking, insurance, loan, sortgage,
shipping and transportation of gods, etc. For these to be
on the scene, activation of a ;rowth point of third oZ
fourth order will be necessary, The economic base ot the
growth point will be oriented towards fish industry (canning,
saoking and drying) This will form one of the most pro.-
fitable export sector of the national economy. This iz already
indicated in the industrial survey of East Pakistan by Y§'t
Arthur D. Little,
A technical institute for the stuy of fisheries and
mrine resources would be a positive support for the grcwth
and expension of fish industry. In fact such an institute is
already a necessitY for the entire prZovice and the z.aticmn
choice Car the institute shzuld obviously go to this region,
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X. Summary and Conolusion
The role of tast Pakirsan in the economy of
Pakistan is pivotal, Eas+ Pakistan is the major foreign
exchange corner of the country. 'herefore, unless
retioinal development of Bae- Pakistar Is ive serious
considera+ion, the economic development of +hc coun+ry will
be at stae.
In the sequence of rezional development priori-
ties have +o be allocated. Industrial development takes
place almost as a rule in urban regions. So achieve the
production goals within +he perspective plan period,
some +en-fold increase will be necessary In the industrial
employment and these employmerts will occur in t he urban
regions. In the contexi of Pakistants economIc develop-
ment and technological changes, industrializa+ion of the
rural areas Is a luxurious proposition. Sustained
indus t rial. grow4 h, and hence economic development of the
nation, is apparently dependent upon the healthy grow+b
of those urban locations which are referred to as core
regions. PrIori+ies for development should, therefore,
uo +o the urban core areas of the province.
At this st age of Pakistan's economic develop-
ment with all i+s resource LUnita~ions, maximum economic
cfficiency and quick pay-off are prime considerations,
For rapid indus+rial development some congestion has to
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be tolerated a +he beginning and 4he idea of industrial
decentraliza+ion has +0 be left aside. It 1s desirable
therefore to concentra4 e development efforts In one
ceu+er for the tire being ra+ber than disperee over
several cent ere. An unconditional support for the
development of Dacoa-Narayanganz area, +he first order
potentIal core region of the province, is advooated here.
Regional development of East Pakistan is
crucially important not only for socio-politlcal reasons
but also for purely economic neoessities. As of now,
East Pakistan is poorly structured In the spatial arrange-
ment of her economy. Functional relationship between
the economic regions Is weak. Specially in the economy
of PakIstan, where the industrial sector is, to a large
eX ten, dependent upon the agricultural raw wmaterial
see~or, a functional interdependence between the indus-
trial production regions and the raw material production
regions is of vital importance.
Eoormic planning i ata is emphasIzing
more and more on Increased industrial activi+y. his
emphasis on increased industrial activity has a special
implication for Last Pakisra. y all possibIlities,
agriculture will remain at the bcasc of n dustrIal
acivi~y xin Easn Paks'an. A'hough grea~or etres is
laid oi the production of capital goods, those capital
goods will eventually be used for procesifng the raw
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maoerials that are being produoed in the province, ihus
industrial activity in East Pakistan u11 remain tied up
with the griculturaI Produckion of the province,
bherefore it is essential to es t ablish a direct funotional
relationship between the agricultural and industrial
regions of Eas t Takistan. Unless production and economic
health in the agricul+ural region Is improved and stabil-
ized, supply of raw material +0 the industrial region
cannot be ensured, Ultimately, industrial production
might stagnate and the economy of The country might vet
paralyzed.
Moreover, as population increases, there will
be more and more surplus labor from the rural areas.
P ositive measures have to be taken to absorb the surplus
labor in the urban rcgicns or else Their employment
opportunities have to be ensured in the rural areas.
Apparently the fa t e of the national economic
development is sewn with The development of +he core
regions which again hinges on The development of the
agricultural production regions. Under the circumstances
only a comprehensive plan and program can bring about a
sound economic development. The core regions and the
agriouitural development regions should be seen as parts
of a single whole. Development plans in one area should
have reference to the other and the plans should be such
tha t the regions aument one another's developmen+ and
derive economic benefit mutually.
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Problems of Regonal Plannng Imlementation
I Pakistan Where the concept Of regional
planning is barely embryonic, a well et ructured organiza-
tion and powerful machinery will be required to launch
the regional development strategy on to +he ground, Now
%hat We have formulated the strategy in whatever detail,
it is necessary to provide some guidelines on the implemen-
tation of the strategy, otherwise +he thesis would seem
to be harging in the air. Withou+ implementaicon plans
and policies are no more valuable than the papers in the
wsasie baske 4 . However before prooeeding +o the problems
of implementatlon, we should consider howi strong is this
thesis so as to serve as a correct basis for iailoring
the iwplementa'ion policy and program.
1knsses of he thesis:
A simple confession regarding 'he s+rengti or
Weakne s of the thesis is at it cannot be taken as the
final word on the problem nf regionalization. D e to
tremendous data imitaions the hesis has become very
ktch an ge neralized a' some very orit ical points,.
Again, because of lack of precise information on critical
areas, 1 -e thesis could noA be any more empbatic and
definitive than it is now. The leading regions for
development have been roughly delineated and defined on
whioh closer evsluaion could be and should be done la 4 er
on. This thesis could beget controversy and even
ohallenze buin m y opinion *hie is more than enough to
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stranguited situation. 2one of these organiza4 ions re
working on a comprehenslve basis. Moreover, because of
their technical and administratIv limitations, those
or-anizatjions cannot be expeced lo be able to prepare 'he
urban core regions for generating fast and sustained
industrial growth on a planned basis. The proram2 for
rural development is carried on throut the Rural Works
Program, aai on a fragmented, non-comprehensive basis.
t reis hardly any inter-departmenial communication
between the Development Authoritles, the Works Department
and tLe Rural Works rogram Althoug it is natural to
thrink a the Norks Dparme t' g the paren t depart-
m{ent, should carry out planning on behalf of the local
rauthorities, I is no- pracicable. Nor is i feasible
to create separate local agencies 1or regional develop-
ment because of 4echnical and finanal cons tran tsi,
The circumstarcia. reed and +he resource limita-
tions suggest that best result, in context of regional
developmen 4 end planningx ay be bta y creat a
ne 0 Regional Developmen+ Authorlty hIch wil primarily
engage itself in addIng a space dImension to the sec t oral
econoMIc Planning. he Au thort y wIll advise the
Government on overall urbanization polioy where develop-
m en shoul d ocour in which scale ai type, "he Authori+y
may also advise the Planning Board in making adjustments
and modifications in he sec t oral allocarions, Propose:
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function of the Auihority may be suumtarized as follois:
1. ihe Authority shoild be hargTed witL "1
resp onsi Iit y of pr ep arn JirSt an outline and then a
detailed Vaster Plan Zor the entire province and detailed
:as P- a or a e o CrI regos a s chosen v' b e Authority
on a priority basis.
2. ihe outline plan should include descripWti ve
and illustrative material explailnig the assumptions
concerning growl-h of population nd employent, pes of
industry, the development of 4 echnology and then show the
4ransportation facilitics required, locatons proposed for
new or extended urban areas and also the conomic and
social functions to be performed in t hese areas.
3 Wh aaroa a- ro1 the overnn h
Authority Will then forard e aszber Plans e
avsenoies concerned for 4he plan excution. PlacS for the
irban areas shoul natur al 1o 7r o the Develoom en
Authorities and + he Municipal Nommittets, while plan for
agrioultural dev elopment regionS hu be eh
Rua IWorks Program- a nde ot her re lae a eOnceie
4. uhe t hort y sh ould also advise the ors
Department t o carry out devielopment IOrks *l
beyond the us tion 2 e Deeopen Auhori ties,
The Municiral Commi t t es ad the Purat Works Area.
s h sould be a dty of the Authority to
ke ep all ofher :izpartucnt c of2 the Provincial Governmren +
informed atou the develomtDen 4 needs ifn Their respee t ive
fields. A Reg ional D&evelopmen Council may be created
wi h the Departmen 9 al Reads of Local Governntu , 'orks,
Idustries, 'ranportation and Communicat' on, Water and
Power, etc. to ensure tht The evelopmen al needs are
fulfilled in a comprehensive manner and tihat The risks of
duplication of effor and conflict in programa are avolded.
6. "o Meet the needs of +he expanding econowy,
the authority should evaluate from time 1 4 ime the
adequacy of the developmen t programs and modify the pars
to weet the neede arising ou of Ih growth in indus t ry,
Commlerce, houmin,, education, hAlh, public adminis t ra-
lion and other facTore. It will b essen 4 ial for +he
auh4oriy o work ou t eCu ima e f growlh of employmen
grOwth in urban population, future land requirement , public
utIlities and bildin' ai ro 'he e xnanion.
7. Sice h Authcrty 'wil no be operating
.or s ow n r search and advi ory ser vice h culd be
cxnd o L-all . aencies ht a r drectlyr t o
t i ce tral orgar zati n
§. Nh jutho'rty should define the procedures
to be adoptee by the Bevel upm m e Authorities and he
Municipal Qommi es on pl e gitsaMi n zoning an
developmen 1 control.
9. I&-r be a iga t ion of theauborty
'o provide *ecbrioal advice on land use aspect s of
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proposals and plans to be undertaken under The ;Works
Program and further advice on site works or building
prolects included In he Works Program.
Apparently, the Regional Development Aut hori'y
has been suggete to be The supreme Planning authority.
'his is desirable because of the shortage of t echnical
personnel Research, investiga~ion and planning aspect
should be 'aken over by the Aut hori t y where The plannting
nucleus would have to be drawn from the Plarnin sec tlon
of the Works Department.
However, o effectuate the planning' work of
"ie Aut hori*y, the related agencies mus be held responsi-
ble for implemen taion of he assigred work in Ihe
respec'tve fields. The Development Authorities have
'he most crucial role 4o Play. Since a latd-base is3
to be provided for the expanding urban economy, there
must be means available to assemble large areas of laud.
The Levelonment Authorities should have a strong land
acquisi tion power and a sound source of Linarce.
Collection, generation and sysematization of
ie nao data will be 'he first and foremost function
of The Rerional Development AuthorIty. Witcu* this,
decision makin on 1be part of the Au hority could g rossly
b iseaken. Jnce all 1he *echnical functions rill have
o be carried by Ihe Aut horiy, a stron- research 'ureau
for regional developmen'~ 2hould be ceQabIshed withinl
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the Authority 'o collect, comp;ile and genera t e sys t e-
afied da's relevan4 for research on regional developmet.
a or to ios and areas of research:
In t egration of regional economies 1o national
economies involves The study of regional resources with
a view to make adjusn in the s t ruc t ural as well as
spa t Ial arrangemenls. here are a reng t hs and weaknesses
in differen" locations aP d we have "o unders4 and the srets
and liabilities of differen4 regons to make mos 4 of
wha+ever plans and programs may be conceivable 4o enrich
*he future.
MaJor investigatlon and research has 'o be
carried in two phases: (1) 4o unders t and t he regional
characteris"ics and io confirm The regional boundary
hypothesis, global s 4udies covering he entire province
especially on resources and needs will be necessary;
(2) lo work out detailed Mater Plans elaborate informa-
tion will be required in each regional sub-systenm,
Investiation on he first phase should include
The following items:
1. Det ailed informa t ion on economic ac t iviy
location and land use.
2. Demographic and social characteristics of
populaion
3 eon income esimate
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a'. Past 'tLer-regional migraton
b. Rural-urban migraion
c. Projection of future mir Tion
5. Analysis of major flows in ',he economy
a. Commodity floi
b. Capi'al and resource flow
6. Function of ci t ies and hteir areas of influence
Regaring he infonation to be obtained In the
second phase, items may be classified wi t h reference !o
he reional ypes. Existing and projeoed data on the
mot imapor~ani Items on a priori 4 y basis are as follows:
For core regions:
a. Iranspor t ation and commaunica 4 ion (capa-
ciVy-condtiilon and areas served)
b. Industrial land (site and amount of
land requiremen t)
C. Utili ies (a5er, power, waste disposal)
d. Public services (heal t , education,
recreat ion a4 d other community facilitles)
e . housing aI, sani *a ti on (quali Vy an d
quanti t y of existing and required
facili t ies)
,or agricultural developmen* region:
a. De'aled information on demand of
regional product
77
b. Research o; s 4ructurAl and org z o
deficiency of tbe reion,
o. Informationa agriouliural practice~ aind
resource coobinaion,
c. In.oriv-ion on livabili*y ffactors
(housing, Ulic amieniies rnd welfare
services)
e. Socio-economio and demographic characer-
istics (including income, dependence,
densily, excess of manpower, standard of
morale and sense of citizen participaion)
7or uTecial problem area:
a. Inves-iation on marine resource2
b. Informa t ion on hydrcgraphy and soil
characeristics
For resource front ier:
a. ihorough survey of forest resource
b. Vigorou research on minerale
c. Findingr world marke'tfor indigenous
resources.
i t hout izvsaaion au de search on "he above
cMen t ioncd items, asse's and liabilities of regions cannoL
be revealedr nahional interoes and support canno4 be
obilzed d A lna and prgram anno be chalked out.
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APPENIDIX A-I
Urban Area 951
increase or
1961 decrease(%)
1.Dacca city
2.Chittagong city
3.Narayanganj city
4.Thulna city
5,Barisal unici.
6
.saidpur munci.
7.Rajaahi munci.
8.comilla muncl.
9.yuenstngh munl.
10 .seraanj
11.Jessore
12.Brabman Daria
13.Pabna
14 .Rangpur
15.Jamalpur
16.sylhet
17.Dinajpur
18.chandpur
19.$ogra
20.shairab Bazar
21.Uawabganj
22.Faridpur
23.Parbatipur
24.Mkadaripur
25.Kushtia
26.sherpur
27,KashorganJ
28.Tangail
29.Lalaonirhat
30 .Nswqaon
31.Sathbira
32.Noalhali
33 .Gaibanda
34.Netrokona
35.Bagherhat
36.Rajbari
37.Perojpur
38.Narshindi
39.Natore
40 .Patuakhali
338,762
294,o46
72,517
42,225
89,964
61,369
)9,993
47,526
45,315
37,858
24,146
38,042
32,240
31,759
27,078
33,124
35,687
32,048
25,303
12,040
23,446
25,556
52,876
21,693
21,6 8
19,312
19,067
21,639
94170
11,287
14,758
16,677
14 , 310
12,924
7,431
11,398
14,551
*
Io, 455
10,289
556,712
364,205
162,054
127,970
69,936
60,628
56,885
54,504
53,256
47,152
46,366
44,784
40,792
40,634
37,988
57,740
37,711
34,837
.35,784
31,749
29,725
28,333
27,118
25,328
24,952
24,924
24,031
23,688
22,001
20,276
20,169
19,874
17,738
17,008
16,398
16,044
15,754
14,752
13,17
12,325
64
24
123
203
22(-)
1(-)
42
15
£8
25
92
18
27
28
40
14
6
9
34
164
27
17 (-)
17
15
29
26
9
140
36
19
24
32
121
41
8
*-
27
20
-* 1" 0 a" W 0 '1 m , I - I' !NMI
1951
II.
Urban Area
increase of
1961 decrease(%)
40 .Habiganj
42.Sajitpur
43 .aptai
44.manikganj
45.Choudanga
46.ashurdi
47.Jhalakati
48.Bunaxganj
49 .Pei
50.Nilphamari
51,Jkenida
52.opaIganj
53.Ktchandpur
54.urigram
55.Muktagacha
56 .Munshiganj
57,cox's basar
58.Bhola
59.Shantahar
60 .Xeherpur
61.Darshona
62.Thakurgaon
63.Ghouripur
64.nagura
65 .Kouvibazar
66 .aangamati
67.Aladanga
68.xumarlhai
69 Manawmoti
70.sherpur
71 Choumohani
72.Chondroghona
73.ohe*hpur
74,Debhata
T5 .Sreemangal
76 .fongla
77 .alchity
Note: * denotes that this was not
in 1951.
classed as urban area
10,882
15,111
*
*
8,617
*
10,009
8,488
4,951
5,413
4,570
*
6,004
8,063
6,982
7,071
5,925
6,198
7,442
7,174
*
10,049
6,o48
*
5,967
*
*
3,896
*
4,267
*
*
2,983
5,748
*
2,248
12,097
12,097
11,967
11,676
11,625
i1,566
10,709
9,843
9,817
9,757
9,055
8,836
8,757
8,703
8,658
8,604
8,4 27
8,406
8,292
8,147
7,665
7,039
7,028
6,999
6,522
6,416
5,494
5,353
4,908
4,812
4,545
4,421
4,153
4,042
4,o4o
3,847
2,314
11
35
7
16
98
80
98
36
8
24
22
42
36
11
14
30(-)
16
9
37
13
30(~
34
3
I I - ___' .- - - - I - I , , I I I . . 0- I
DaCCa
Narayanganj
Kishoreganj
chanp%=
raxidpur
Saxisal
ftuIna
Sherpur
jossore
Raj shaut
Pabna
Sirajcjanj
Kusbtia
Bogra
Dinajpur
Parbatipur
Ranqpur
SaIdpur
Nawab9ani
Ky"AsIngh
Tangail
0%ittagong
Shairab
JaMa1pur
Madaripur
sylbet
D* saria
Comilla
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Dinajpur
Pakbatipur
R&09pur
sai4pur
Rawabganj
Hyme"ingh
Tangail
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ahairab
Jmalpur
Xa4aripur
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S. baria
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VI.
Air- Total Points
port Airport Do Heliport Ri. Junct, c red
Dacc 2 4
Sarayangani 9
Kishoreganj 4
chanpur x 8
Fard pur x 6
Barisal x 8
u1mina x 15
Sherpur 4
Jessore x x 7
R4jshahi x 12
Pabna 7
Siraj ganj x 6
Kushtia x 5
Bogra x 9
Dinajpur x x 9
Parbatipur x x 7
Rangpur x
Sai4dpur 3
Nawabganj 3
?ymensingh x 10
Tangail 6
Chittagong x x x x 22
Bhairab x 7
Jamalpur x 5
Madaripur
Sylhet 10
S. Saria 5
Comilla x 10
VII .
APENDIX a-I
Females
Per 1000
Males
1961
Liter-
acy
1961
1961
Civilian
Labor Force
Agricul. Non-Agr,
Thakurgaon
Dinajpur Sadar
Nilphamari.
Raagpur Sadar
Kurigram
Caibanda
logra Sadar
:iawabganj
ajahahi
Natore
Naogaon
Serajganj
Pabna Sadar
Kushtia Sadar
Meherpur
Chuadanga
fluina Sadar
Satflira
Eagerhat
Jbenaidah
Magura
marail
Jessore
Barisal S. North
Barisal S. South
Dhola
Patuakhali
Perojpur
Jamalpur
Sadar South
Sadar North
Notrakona
Kishoreganj
Tangail
Dacca Sadar South
Dacca Sadar North
Density
1961
564
738
1094
981
926
1155
1048
724
791
742
804
1150
932
1012
693
711
492
563
530
757
865
979
900
1190
1482
856
727
1236
1105
1246
1104
832
1245
1143
3429
1044
875
909
925
925
923
924
953
988
940
932
946
951
935
917
939
917
862
942
921
9905
935
963
909
935
935
921
956
980
937
909
906
893
939
952
799
937
19.5
22.6
17.
16.7
12,3
14.5
18.7
14.1
16.5
15.2
17.9
13.5
14.3
12.6
11.0
13.0
24.1
18.w 7
24.3
14.4
15.3
19.4
18,3
20.8
24.4
14.4
16.1
25,7
12,4
16 .1
13.8
14.9
13.3
14.8
28.5
16.0
227,823
292,767
189,363
362,929
2W7,226
284,728
404,452
150,569
174,986
133, 423
254,975
240,686
179,592
141,792
50,745
77,100
177,656
202,387
202,788
163,o4o
88,336
89,665
202,186
199,691
169,893
176,589
275,221
196,0o56
475,088
48x,798
290,244
348,906
401,890
386,705
90,585
244,936
15,537
37,292
25,647
28,495
16, 2415
21,445
49,3100
23,590
36,914
18,026
19,757
53,969
53,344
53,278
6,410
21,182
37,821
18,565
30,239
15,149
16,o45
38,447
27,797
19,205
18,202
24,9539
57,777
46,710
43,157
17,367
27,107
44,082
51,546
265,986
38,602
VIII.
Per 1000
Males
1Q61
41
Liter-
acy
1961
Civilian
Labor Force
Agricul. Non-AqrL,
arayanganj
Munhiganj
nanikganj
Goalanda
r aridpur Sadar
mdaripur
Gopalganj
Sunamganj
Sylhet
Moulvibazar
fabiganj
Brahmanbaria
Sadar South
Sadar North
chandpur
Noakhal.t
Feni
Chittagong South
Chtttagong North
Cox's Bazar
Ramgarh
Langamati
aandarban
Density
1961
2175
1979
1318
934
1092
1366
1203
6oi
789
710
859
1552
1649
1865
1761
1194
1668
1368
1317
616
78
102
49
882
1000
982
921
950
966
965
908
905
944
971
954
954
967
943
970
983
968
872
931
855
747
889
17.1
17.5
12,4
14.9
12.2
13.7
18.5
14,5
17.6
19.6
14.9
16.1
20.0
18.5
26.1
19.9
20 .8
19.6
27.6
10.3
12.6
16.4
6.3
301,209
127,542
151,358
109,131
202,707
306,506
166,772
273,314
245,086
252,742
358,220
397,392
457,365
454,x91
518, 204
560,638
219,592
256,029
332,644
146,961
69,424
67,200
45,561
161,565
56,416
34, 338
23,090
33,152
38,322
20,11o
24,214
58,oo±
24,010
27,918
49,415
35,153
25,025
29,898
57,001
25,626
77,388
253,325
32,651
4,446
17,123
2,995
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Places of
Birth
Dinajpur
Rangpur
Bogra
RaJshahi
Pabna
Kushtia
Jessore
Thuina
Bakerganj
tnmensin9g
Dacca
Faridpur
Sylbet
Comilla
Noakhali
Chittagong
Chittagongills
West Pakistan
India
Dacca flaccaC ity v~wsi~n 10± t~ F~4d ur Svlhet CQm± ha Comit1~n
1738
1262
171.3
3298
1010
1536
1787
11907
18930
39566
4188
45811
31237
4189
2645
1247
1729
1086
6460
6834
76173
18742
2865
24183
15747
1784
5039
1812
-1355
2805
2505
110241
3777
14735
9210
2055
3346 1442
15533
2916 5;42
8761
2827
1985
-11214 13384 -6611 -10706
±268
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1312
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XIII.
;tcO SZQI9N SCOPQ&
City Urban- Pop. Como
Size izat. Growth Inds. Agric.
Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade
Thakurgaon 1 - 3 1
Dinajpur 3 ~ 3 3
NtlphaMari 4 1 3 3
Ranpursadar 3 2 4
1urigram 2 5 3 3
Gatbandha 2 1 3 1
ogra 31 3 1
Naogaon 2 5 3 1
Nawabganj 3 1 3 1
Rajshahi 4 3 3 3 3.2
Watore 2 1 5 1 2.2
Sorejganj 3 1 3 3 2.5
Paba 3 5 3 3 3.5
Kushtia 2 3 4 4 2.7
Meherpur 1 1 3 3
chuadanger 2 5 4 3 3.5
Jhenaidah 1 5 4 2 3
Magura 1 - 3 2
Varal- 3 2
Jessore 3 5 4 2 3.5
Satuhira 2 1 2 2
Rntina 5 5 3 4 4.2
Ragerhat 2 5 2 1 2.5
BarisalSadar N.- 3 i
BarialSadar S. 4 2 3
Bhola 1 2 3 1
Patuakhali 2 1 3 1
Perojpur 2 1 1 3
Jamalpur 3 2 3 1 2.2
XyMnensings.N. . 1 3 1
MyneSingsS , 4 1 3 1 2.2
Netarkona 3 2 2 1 2
Kishoreganj 3 4 2 1
Tangail 2 1 3 1
Daccas.s, 5 5 5 5 5
DaccaS.N. - 3 1
XIV
City Urban- Pop. Cos.
Size izat, Growth Inds. Agric.
Grde Grade Grae Grade Grade
Narpyanganj 5 5 34 4,2
Munshiganj 1 1 1 4
Mahikganj 2 - 2 3
Goalanda 2 33 3 2,7
Faixdput 3 3 2 1
madaripur 3 1 2 1
Gopalganj 1 2 1
Sunasganj 1 1 2 1
Sylhet, 3 1 2 3
moulvibaZar 1 1 2 1
B. Baria 3 1 2 1
Coamilla.N, - 2 2
Comillas.S, 4 1 2 1 2
Chandpur 3 1 2 1
Noakhali 2 5 2 1
ent 1 5 1 1
Chittagongs.. 5 3 2 4 3
chittagongS. S. - - 2 3
Cox's Bazar 1 3 3 5 2,5
Ranagarh - 5 1
Rangumati 2 4 3
Bandarban - 3 1
